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PREFACE

Vibrational overtone spectroscopy of molecules containing X-H oscillators

(X = C, N, O...) has become an effective tool for the study of molecular structure,

dynamics, inter and intramolecular interactions, conformational aspects and

substituent effects in aliphatic and aromatic compounds. In the present work, we

studied the NIR overtone spectra of some liquid phase organic compounds. The

analysis of the CH, NH and OH overtones yielded important structural

information about these systems. In an attempt to get information on electronic

energy levels, we studied the pulsed Nd:YAG laser induced fluorescence spectra

of certain organic compounds. The pulsed laser Raman spectra of some organic

compounds are also studied. The novel high resolution technique of near infrared

tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is used to record the

rotational structure of the second OH overtone spectrum of 2-propanol. The

spectral features corresponding to the different molecular conformations could be

identified from the high resolution spectrum.

The whole work described in this thesis is divided into five chapters. The

first chapter presents an introduction and review of the area of vibrational

overtone spectroscopy of X-H containing molecules (X=C, N, O....). It gives an

outline ofthe local mode theory that has been used as a tool to analyse vibrational

transitions in molecules in the NIR region. The vibrational overtone spectroscopic

studies can yield a lot of valuable information, such as the molecular structure,

intra and intermolecular interactions, radiationless transitions, intramolecular

vibrational relaxations, multiphoton excitations and chemical reactivities. The

general applications of vibrational overtone spectroscopy, with emphasis on

deriving molecular structural details are also outlined.

The second chapter contains the details of the analysis of NIR vibrational

overtone spectra of some aromatic molecules, namely benzaldehyde,

salicylaldehyde, phenyl hydrazine, phenol, o-chlorophenol and p—chlorophenol.

The inhibition of indirect lone pair trans effect in benzaldehyde and inhibition of



direct lone pair trans effect in salicylaldehyde are confirmed by the analysis of the

overtone spectra. The observed differences in aldehydic CH local mode

parameters in these compounds with respect to acetaldehyde are due to the

difference in intramolecular environment present in the molecules. The presence

of two non-equivalent NH oscillators in phenyl hydrazine is established. The

analysis reveals the mutual lone pair interaction between the NH bond and the

lone pair of the adjacent nitrogen. The overtone spectra of phenol, o-chlorophenol

and p-chlorophenol are compared and the presence of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding in o-chlorophenol is confirmed. In o-chlorophenol solution, as the

concentration is decreased from high (saturated) values, the population of the trans

form of the molecule increases, thus causing the formation of cis-trans dimer (due

to intermolecular hydrogen bonding) to become dominant. This causes a decrease

in the strength of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding originally present in the cis

form. The weakening of intramolecular bonding causes a decrease in the electron

density of the OH bond and hence an increase in the mechanical frequency value

of the OH oscillator.

The third Chapter contains the details of present investigations on the

overtone spectra of some aliphatic compounds namely allyl chloride, allyl alcohol,

forrnamide and nitromethane. The possible factors influencing the local mode

parameters of the vinyl CH and methylene CH in allyl chloride and allyl alcohol

are discussed. The analysis of overtone spectra of formamide confirms the

inhibition of lone pair trans effect. The large value of CH mechanical frequency

observed in forrnamide with respect to the aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in

acetaldehyde is explained as due to the inhibition of lone pair trans effect due to

intermolecular hydrogen bonding and lone pair interaction between carbonyl

oxygen and NH2. The CH overtone spectrum of nitromethane is analyzed using a

coupled local mode Hamiltonian under C3v symmetry. The observed pure local

mode overtones and local-local combinations in the AV=2—5 regions are found to

agree with the peak positions predicted by the model Hamiltonian.



The fourth chapter gives the details of the Nd:YAG laser based

experimental set up used for recording the LIP spectra and pulsed laser Raman

spectra of some organic compounds, namely, polymerized o-chloroaniline, liquid

N,N diethyl aniline, nitromethane, o-chlorophenol, p-chlorotoluene and m

toluidine The analysis of the LIF spectra of polymerized o-chloroaniline and

liquid N,N diethyl aniline and the pulsed laser Raman spectra of nitromethane, o

chlorophenol, p-chlorotoluene and m-toluidine are discussed. The characteristic

fluorescence and Raman peaks for the respective groups of these molecules are

identified. The observed Raman spectra show some new lines corresponding to

low-lying vibrational states.

The flfih chapter demonstrates the utility of a near infrared TDL high

resolution spectrometer in recording the second overtone band of the —OH group

in 2-propanol. The observed high resolution spectrum shows features

corresponding to the trans and gauche conformations of the molecule. The local

mode analysis of the methyl CH and OH overtone bands of liquid phase 2

propanol is also included in this chapter.

The summary and conclusions of the present study are given towards the

end ofthe thesis.

iii



CHAPTER 1

NIR VIBRATIONAL OVERTONE SPECTROSCOPY OF

POLYATOMIC MOLECULES

1.1 Introduction

Molecular spectroscopy deals with the measurement of the interaction of

light with matter, usually in the fOI'l’l’l of absorption or emission of radiant energy

as a function of wavelength [1,2]. In the infrared region (IR spectroscopy) the

vibrational modes in irradiated molecules are activated. Absorption bands occur in

the IR spectra generally due to the normal modes in the mid-infrared (MIR) region

(400 4000 cm'1) and their overtones and/or combinations in the near infrared

(NIR) region (4000 - 14000 cm"). In contrast to strong and sharp absorption peaks

in MIR, near infrared spectra show less intensity and broad bands caused by

overlapping vibrational modes.

Over the last many years, near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has rapidly

developed into an important and extremely useful method of analysis and much

exciting progress has brought it to the attention of spectroscopists working in

various scientific fields. In fact, for certain research areas and applications,

ranging from material science via chemistry to life sciences, it has become an

indispensable tool because this fast and cost-effective type of spectroscopy

provides qualitative and quantitative information not available from other

analytical techniques [3-5].

A near-infrared spectrum represents combination bands and overtone

bands that are harmonics of absorption frequencies in the mid-infrared. Because

near-infrared bands are much less intense, more of the sample can be used to

produce spectra and with near infrared, sample preparation activities are greatly

reduced or eliminated. In addition, long path lengths and the ability to sample

through glass in the near-infrared allows samples to be measured in common

media such as culture tubes, cuvettes and reaction bottles. This is unlike mid



infrared where very small amounts of a sample produce a strong spectrum; thus

sample preparation techniques must be employed to limit the amount of the

sample that interacts with the beam. Like the mid-infrared, combination bands and

overtone bands correspond to the frequencies of vibrations between the bonds of

the atoms making up the material. Because each different material is a unique

combination of atoms, no two compounds produce the exact same near-infrared

spectrum. Therefore, near-infrared spectroscopy can result in a positive

identification (qualitative analysis) of each different material. In addition, the size

of the peaks in the spectrum is a direct indication of the amount of material

present. With modern software algorithms, near infrared is an excellent tool for

quantitative analysis.

The near infrared region of the spectrum contains a great wealth of spectral

data primarily concerned with hydrogenic (CH, NH, OH..) stretching vibrations,

where absorptions corresponding to overtones and combinations of the

fundamental vibrational transitions occur. The relative accessibility of the near

infrared region of the spectrum to measurement makes this region attractive for

analytical purposes as well as for 2.101:-cular structure studies. The hydrogenic

stretching vibrations are highly characteristic, the fundamental and overtone bands

occurring at remarkably constant fiequencies. These absorptions occur at

considerably higher frequencies than other common fundamental absorption bands

so that there is little ambiguity in the assignment of fundamental and overtone

bands. In molecular structure studies, the near infrared region is particularly useful

through observation of the shift or perturbation of absorption bands due to

interactions of molecular groups (hydrogen bonding).

A number of advantages for quantitative analysis are offered by NER

although there are limitations in its use in structural studies. The inherent

instrumental advantages of NIR are that since the emission maximum of the

source is close to the region of interest, a high energy throughput and low stray

radiation result. This, combined with the availability of sensitive solid state

detectors, leads to a signal to noise ratio, which is typically lOO00:l. Cheap and

robust materials such as glass or quartz are transparent to NIR radiation and are

therefore available for optical components and cells. Extremely rapid analyses are



possible since the detectors have response times measured in microseconds.

However, probably the most important advantage arises from the fact that

absorptivities for NIR bands are lower by at least an order of magnitude for each

successive overtone. Therefore, moderately concentrated samples and more

convenient path lengths compared with mid-IR may be used. This means that

quantitative NIR transmission spectra of intractable materials such as plastics or

protein fibres may be obtained, possibly without sample preparation or destruction

of the samples. The absorptivities of solvents, including water, are sufficiently low

as to cease to pose a serious problem in the NIR.

In brief, the major advantages of NIR spectroscopy are- it is quick, non

destructive, remote sampling with low cost fiber optics, easy to use and can be

performed on site without any lengthy sample preparation.

1.2 Vibrational spectroscopy

One of the best methods of studying internal energy changes of molecules

is through spectroscopy. Of the different types of energies of a molecule

possesses, the vibration of its atoms with respect to each other has the next larger

energy level spacing after the rotation of the molecules. Transitions between the

vibrational levels result in the vibrational spectra that give an insight in to the

discrete motion of the atoms in the molecular systems. Once the vibrational

frequencies are obtained, valuable information regarding molecular structure,

symmetry, bond strength, inter and intramolecular interactions etc can be derived

[6-9].

There are two types of spectroscopy that involve vibrational transitions —

Infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. A mode of vibration of a

molecule will be infrared active if a changing dipole moment occurs during the

vibration. On the other hand a mode of vibration will be Raman active if a

changing polarizability results during the corresponding vibration [10,11].

At room temperature, almost all molecules reside in their lowest

vibrational energy levels with quantum number V = O. For each normal mode, the



most probable vibrational transition is from this level to the next highest level (V

= O 9 1). These transitions result strong IR or Raman bands that are called

fundamental bands. Other transitions to higher excited states result in overtone

bands. Overtone bands are much weaker than fimdamental bands.

1.3 Vibrational energy ofa diatomic molecule

Consider the vibrations of a system of two masses ml and mg connected by

a spring, which is the analogue of a diatomic molecule. If the spring is

compressed and released, the system executes simple harmonic motion with

fundamental frequency of the harmonic oscillator with mass m replaced by the

reduced mass it of the system

1 kvo= — — (1)
211 p.

Where k is the force constant and= Lmz (2)
m, + m,

Quantum mechanically, the vibrational energy of such a harmonic system is given

by By = (V+l/2) hvo (3)
V = 0,1,2... Where ‘V’ is the vibrational quantum number.

Expressing the energy in cm], we get

E 1 v 1 —
EV =‘i={V+—2'J:o={V+§jVo

where v_0 is the frequency in cm” units. These energy levels are equally spaced

and the energy of the lowest scale

so =§v0cm" (5)
is called the zero point energy. That is, the vibrational energy is not zero even at

the lowest vibrational level, indicating that a molecule must vibrate always.

In diatomic molecules, the actual potential energy curve is not of the simple

harmonic type but is generally modelled by



U = D... [1—exp {a (req—r}]2 (6)
Where Deq is the dissociation energy, a is a constant for the given molecule and

req is the internuclear distance at the minimum energy. This potential energy

function is called the Morse function. With the potential in the above equation, the

Schrodinger equation of such an enharmonic oscillator gives the allowed

vibrational energy eigen values. 2 3
av =[V+%]v¢—[V+%j xeve+(V+%) ye?» ...... .. (7)

Here v—e is the oscillation frequency of the enharrnonic system in cm‘, xe and ye

are anhannonicity constants which are very small and positive for band stretching

vibrations.

Retaining the first anharmonic term, we get

1 — 1 2 — _,
av: V+E ve— V+§ xevecm ,v=0,1,2,3 (8)

As xe is positive, the effect of anharmonicity is to crowd more closely the

vibrational levels. These energy levels are shown in fig. 1.1. The exact zero point

energy is,

1 1 —6'0=§{1—§XejVe
Rewriting equation (8)

£v=[l—(V+lxeM(V+—1—xe)v—e (10)2 2
and equating it to that given in equation (4), we obtain

v—0=i/:[1—{V+%jx¢:| (11)
Here v—0 is the oscillation frequency of the harmonic oscillator having the same

vibrational energy’as the harmonic one. In other words, the anharrnonic oscillator

behaves like the harmonic oscillator but with an oscillation frequency that

decreases with increasing v. If we set V = 1/2, EV = O = O andv—c = v—o Therefore

UI



v—c is considered as the (hypothetical) equilibrium oscillation frequency of the

anharrnonic system.

Umax1 3...,  ._
3 4

2
[30 DE.21 -1

v = OO 1 1 1 1 1 1— 0 '1 2 3 4 5
a(R — Re)

Fig1.l Energy levels of an anharmonic oscillator

1.4 Normal modes of vibration of polyatomic molecules

A non-linear molecule with N atoms has (3N-6) vibrational degrees of

freedom, whereas for a linear molecule, there are (3N-5) vibrational degrees of

freedom. The (3N-6)/ (3N—5) vibrations are called the internal vibrations or
normal vibrations or fundamental vibrations of the molecule. A nonnal vibration

is defined as a molecular motion in which all the atoms move in phase and with

the same frequency, but generally with different amplitudes. Each normal mode

of vibration is equivalent to a quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator with

characteristic frequency. During a normal vibration, the centre of gravity of the



molecule remains unchanged. Any general vibrational motion of a molecule can

be considered as a superposition of (3N-6)/(3N-5) normal modes of vibrations [2].

1.5 Anharmonicity

The result of anharmonicity in a single oscillator is that the period of the

oscillation varies with amplitude. The effect of this on the vibrational energy

levels of a molecule undergoing vibration is to cause them to be unequally spaced.

In a diatomic molecule the effect of anharrnonicity is to cause the energy levels to

close up smoothly with increasing value of the vibrational quantum number V and

the separations of adjacent levels becomes zero at the limit of dissociation.

Whatever the form of the potential function for a particular vibration, the

energy levels are always, to a quarter or lesser extent, anharmonic. The effect is

often, but not always to cause the levels to close up smoothly with increasing

quantum number V, rather as they do in a diatomic molecule.

Anharmonicity is taken account of in the Schrodinger equation by

modifying the harmonic oscillator potential function of equation

v = % Z A KijRjRj (12)
When V is the Potential energy, Kij the force constant, Rs can be expressed as

functions of the cartesian co-ordinates,

R1: fi (X,)’,Z---X3N, Y3N, 2m) (13)
or the carterian coordinates as functions of the internal coordinates

Xj = fl (R1. R2, R3N-6) (14)
1

I0 V = -2 K;jRiRj + Z Kijk RiRjRk +2 isj isjsk
Z KijklRiRjRkRl + (15)

isjsksl

Where it is conventional to use the K symbols for force constants when sums over

i, j are restricted by i S j, An alternative formulations is1 1
V=;ZfijRiRj +;ZfiJ.kRiRJ.Rk + ........ .. (16)- :1 --';'k



the f, force constants are used when the sum over i, j, is unrestricted. The first

temi in the potential is the quadratic tenn ofthe harmonic force field. The second

and third terms correspond to the cubic and quartic contributions to the force field.

Higher terms are not nonnally taken into account.

The solution of the Schrodinger equation for a molecule in which all vibrations

are non-degenerate gives the vibrational term values

ZG(v,.)=Zco,(v,+%j+;x,{v,+%Iv,+%)+ ...... .. (17)
Where 0), are the fundamental vibration wave numbers for infinitely small

displacement from the equilibrium configuration. The xi, are anharmonic
constants.

1.6 Vibrational overtone excitation of polyatomic molecules in

the ground electronic state

During the last several years, much attention was focussed on the study of

the different aspects of higher excited vibrational levels of the ground electronic

states of polyatomic molecules containing X—H (X=C, N, O) oscillators [12-15].

The major reasons for the motivation of this interest are the following; first, it is

recognized in the study of nonradiative electronic transitions that higher excited

levels of hydrogen atom based vibrations play a key role in accepting the excited

electronic energy [16-19]. Second, the normal mode or harmonic description, so

successful in describing the fundamental vibrations of molecules, fails to provide

a satisfactory description of the anharmonic overtones. Third, an understanding of

higher vibrational levels is essential in the development of the theory of

multiphoton photochemistry as well as bond selective chemistry [20-22]. Finally,

The spectroscopic studies of higher vibrational states are concemed with

excitation of bonds to a significant fraction of their bond dissociation energies,

and this can provide a link between chemical reactivity and spectroscopic

properties. The development of techniques like intra cavity dye laser



photoacoustic spectroscopy has produced dramatic improvements in resolution

and applicability.

The validity of the local mode (LM) description of the highly excited X-H

vibrations in polyatomic molecules is now well established. The LM model is

being used extensively to provide a satisfactory understanding of the appearance

of high overtone absorption spectra. Theoretical treatments of the LM model have

provided a strong justification for the description of the vibrationally excited

molecule in terms of individual anharmonic X-H oscillators (X= C, N, 0...). An

outline of the theoretical basis of local mode model is given in the following
section.

1.7 Local mode treatment of higher excited vibrational levels

Normal modes of vibration, with their corresponding normal coordinates

are satisfactory in describing the low-lying vibrational levels, usually those with

V=1 or 2 which can be investigated by traditional infrared absorption or Raman

Spectroscopy. For certain types of vibration, particularly stretching vibrations

involving more than one symmetrically equivalent terminal atom, this description

becomes much less satisfactory as the vibrational quantum number V increases.

The local mode model (LM) introduced by Henry and Siebrand is used for

the description of higher excited vibrational levels [23,24]. in their attempt to

model nonradiative electronic transition in polyatomic molecules [17,25] they

found that the Franck Condon factors for T1 9 So and S. -9 So transitions are

governed by the anharmonicity of the CH stretching modes. They also found semi

quantitative agreement between the anharmonicity parameter in the Franck

Condon factors and the known anharmonicity of the CH molecule. This led the

authors to find the relation between the CH anharmonicity constant in the CH

molecule and that in a hydrocarbon molecule. The local mode model is the

outcome of these investigations.

The concept of normal modes arises from the analysis of vibrational

motion for infinitesimal amplitudes where the molecule is considered as 3N-6

(non-linear) or 3N-5 (linear) uncoupled harmonic oscillators [26,27]. This model



is found to be successful in explaining the fundamental and the lower overtone

spectra of polyatomic molecules. However, it cannot be valid under every

condition. Consider the CH stretching vibrations of benzene. Since there are six

identical C-H bonds there are six CH stretching vibrations. If we excite the

molecule with sufficiently high energy, it will eventually dissociate losing six

hydrogen atoms in the process.C5H6 9 C6+6H (18)
This seems reasonable when we think only in terms of normal vibrations

but intuition suggests that, since the dissociation in equation (18) would require

something like six times the C-H bond dissociation energy, the process

C6H.«, -) C5H5 + H (19)
is surely more likely to occur. The difficulty here is that no normal vibration of

benzene leads to CH stretching being localised in only one bond. These

considerations together with a very early observation of overtone hands up to

eight quanta of CH stretching in benzene, led to the concept of a local mode of

vibration.

In diatomic molecules, there is a clear-cut relation between the

anharmonicity constant X and the dissociation energy D. For e.g., if Morse

potential is assumed this relation takes the following form

602x = -5 (20)
In polyatomic molecules the relation between normal mode anharmonicity

constants XKL, bond dissociation energies D, and nomial mode dissociation

energies Dk, is not obvious. For those normal modes in which the vibrational

energy is evenly distributed among a number of equivalent chemical bonds, the

dissociation energy Dk refers to the sum of all bond energies Di, Dk = 2D,. This

implies a large value of DR and thus a small value of the diagonal normal mode

anhannonicity constant Xkk. As mentioned earlier the physically important

dissociation is the rupture of a single chemical bond. The vibration associated

with this rupture is not a normal mode but it is termed as a local mode. Its

dissociation energy is much smaller than the nomial mode dissociation energy; D,

<< Dk so that the corresponding anharrnonicity constant X“ will be much larger
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than Xkk. In other words for high vibrational quantum levels, the vibrational

energy become increasingly more diagonal in a local mode representation than in

a normal mode representation, that is the molecule will oscillate in a pattern close

to a local mode rather than a normal mode.

Henry and co-workers used these local mode ideas to obtain normal mode

anharrnonicity constants. They described the overtone spectra of molecules like

NH3, CGH6, CH2Clg etc. in terms of the components of normal mode

anharrnonicity constants. It was concluded from these studies that higher

vibrational levels of X-H (X=C, N, 0) containing molecules cannot be described

in terms of a set of symmetry allowed normal mode components but instead by a

relatively small number of most anharmonic motions namely, localised excitations

of bond modes [23,28]. Swofford et al in their study of the fifth overtone spectra

of benzene and its deuterated analogues using thermal lens technique [29] have

given a quantum mechanical description of the one dimensional (single bond

based) appearance of CH overtone spectra with particular application to benzene.

This theory forms the basis of the local mode treatment of any molecule.

The number of symmetry allowed states increases dramatically with

quantum number [27], if the conventional normal mode description is used. The

total number of vibrational levels increases much more rapidly with the quantum
v N-l+ Cv ways ofnumber. This is given by Bose statistics by which there are

distributing V quanta over N sites. Thus there are 462 CH based levels for

benzene at V=6. Of these, 150 states are allowed. These are the 75 doubly

degenerate states with E1 symmetry. However experimental observations show

only a single broad peak in the aryl CH AV=6 region for benzene, deuterated

benzenes and substituted benzenes. This clearly demonstrates the success of the

local mode model of uncoupled anharmonic oscillators localized on individual CH

bonds.

The energy levels of one dimensional anharmonic oscillator is given by the

perturbation theory [27] as

AEv,o =-1/2(X,+'/:X2)+(V+%)X1+(V+%)’X2 (21)
Ellis [30,31] fitted the observed overtone bands ofbenzene to equation

AB“) = AV + BV2 (22)
ll



Hamiltonian to analyse the oveitone spectrum of 2-butanone. They showed that

the CH3 group away from the carbonyl maintains C3v symmetry whereas that

adjacent to the carbonyl loses C3v symmetry due to anisotropic environments

created by lone pair and TE electrons. Our analysis of the CH overtone spectrum of

nitromethane has shown that the observed pure CH local mode overtones and

local local combinations are well predicted by a Cw coupled oscillator

Hamiltonian (Chapter 3). The general form of the coupled local mode

Hamiltonian used for an XHn system is [58-63]

H = a)ZVi +a>xZ(Vi +Vf)+% I.‘ H" " (23)
Here the first two terms represent the unperturbed local mode energy and the last

two terms represent the harmonic coupling between the local modes. Here to and

cox are respectively the mechanical frequency (X1) and anharmonicity (—X2) of the

X-H bonds, Vi and V,- are the quantum numbers for the ith and jth X-H bond

respectively. The parameter y characterises the kinetic energy coupling between

the different XH oscillators and :1), the corresponding potential energy coupling.

These coupling parameters are related to Wilson G and F matrix elements

respectively

1 G-,= -——' 247 2 G“ ( )
l Fgj¢ = +§—— (25)

The operators a+ and a are related to the normalised momentum and coordinate

variables through

P = (a+-a) (25)
14



C1 = (a++a) (27)
and have the usual raising and lowering properties in the harmonic oscillator limit

[64].

<v+11a*|v> = (v+1)"2 (28)<V-1|alV> = v“2 (29)
These properties are shown to be valid to a good approximation even for

morse oscillators [58]. This is called Ladder approximation. Since manifolds

corresponding to different values of the total quantum number (ZVi ) are well

separated in energy, intermanifold couplings are neglected. With these two

approximations the Hamiltonian matrix elements are calculated for the

symrnetrised basis sets relevant to the problem. Table 1.1 shows the Hamiltonian

matrices for XH3 groups [63]. The details of the calculation of overtone spectra

using these Hamiltonian matrices are given in chapter 3 where our work on

nitromethane is presented.
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Table 1.1 Hamiltonian matrices for CH3 for the overtone manifolds V=1 to 4

Here X = - an 7 = - u) (y-¢), which is the effective coupling parameter. The

values of co, the mechanical frequency and (ox, the anharmonicity for CH bonds

are obtained from Birge-Sponer plot of the overtone transition energies at various

quantum levels. The effective coupling parameter to y is related to the energy

difference between A1 (symmetric) and E (antisymmetric) states of the

fundamental CH transitions through the relation 3 0) 7 = E (IlO0>E) E (

|lO0>A;)
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where A and B are constants and V is the overtone level. This empirical equation

of Ellis follows directly from the theory of one dimensional anharmonic oscillator

whose energy levels are given by equation (21). The empirical constants A and B

in equation (22) are related to equation (21) as X. = A-B (Mechanical frequency)

and X; = B (anharmonicity). X1 and X; are related to conventional spectroscopic

parameters through X1 = we and X2 = - one xe.

The local mode model has been widely used for the interpretation of

overtone spectra of a wide variety of molecules [32-47]. Additional weak features

are observed in many overtone spectra, in addition to pure overtones, which are

combination bands arising from excitation of more than one local mode (local

local combinations) or excitation of low frequency vibrations of the molecule

along with a pure local mode (local-norrnal combinations). The appearance of

these combination bands in overtone spectra implies the presence of non-zero

couplings between local modes and between local and normal modes. However,

the magnitudes of these couplings are found to be much smaller than the diagonal

local mode anharmonicity values. This allows the local mode description to be

used as a good zero order picture to start within the calculations of higher

vibrational spectra.

When the absorption spectra of benzene and benzene d5 at AV = 6 are

compared, the band shape or peak energy of the two molecules show no

significant difference which is in contrast to the predictions of the strongly

coupled normal mode model. However, the similarity in the observed spectra was

well predicted by the local mode model, which established its applicability in

benzene molecule.

Observations on a number of molecular systems led Henry and co-workers

to propose the following empirical rules relating to overtone spectra. (1) Local

mode overtones involving high frequency oscillators are most intense but fall off

rapidly in intensity with increasing vibrational quantum number. (2) Local-local

and local-nonnal combinations occur generally with much less intensity than pure

local mode overtones. (3) Combination bands fall off more quickly in intensity

than do the pure overtones with increase in quantum number.
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1.8 Refinements in local mode model

Many workers suggested refinements by inclusion of the terms neglected

in the zero order local mode model. Wallace [48-50] used Morse oscillator

potential for CH oscillator and included potential energy cross terms of the form

Fij Q, Q in the Hamiltonian. Halonen [51] calculated the CH and CD overtone

spectra in benzene and deuterobenzene using a model in which anharmonic local

mode oscillators are coupled through kinetic energy (Wilson G Matrix cross

terms) to the C-C framework. Sage and Joitner [13,52-54] used Morse oscillator

function to model the CH bond potential and included the Wilson G. matrix cross

terms involving CH bending and stretching vibrations in the Hamiltonian.

When more than one hydrogen atom share a common X atom, the

symmetry effects in the spectra are produced due to coupling between the

oscillators. The effects of local mode picture were briefly discussed by Swofford

et.al. [24]. Gelbait et.al [55] pointed out that symmetry adaptation is completely

compatible with energy localization. The analysis of the states of water molecule

using the local mode picture by Moller and Mortensen [56] showed that the

symmetry effects arising from the equivalence ofthe two CH bonds are important.

In the local mode picture, the local mode model is used as the starting point and

considers the interaction between the equivalent oscillators in terms of kinetic and

potential coupling. The resulting Hamiltonian is used to interpret the entire spectra

down to first overtone level. This approach is used by Henry and co workers for

the analysis of spectra of water [57], dihalomethanes [58] and deuterated

dihalomethanes [59]. A Czv model Hamiltonian containing inter oscillator

coupling terms is shown to predict the full overtone spectra of these compounds.

Rasheed et al [60] analysed the overtone spectra of 1,2 dihaloethanes in the near

infrared region and observed the symmetry effects. They showed that the model

Hamiltonian used for dihalomethanes can be used to interpret the overtone spectra

of 1,2 dihaloethanes. Henry and co-workers analysed the overtone spectra of

neopentane [61, 62] using a C3\,' model Hamiltonian that is an extension ofthe Czv

Hamiltonian. Halonen and child have given a local mode theory of Cgv molecules

like CH3D, CHD3, SiH3D and SiHD3 [63]. Rasheed et.al. used the C3\,' local mode
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1.9 Applications of overtone spectroscopy in molecular
structural studies

The most important application of overtone spectroscopy is the

characterisation of CH bonds in organic compounds. The CH stretching overtone

spectra are characterised by one peak for each of the non-equivalent oscillators in

a molecule and can be interpreted within the local mode model of molecular

vibrations [65]. The infrared spectral study of vibrational fundamentals generally

does not give information on the influence of environment on a particular CH

oscillator. There are a number of additional advantages for overtone spectral

studies. First is the practical reason that one can avoid dependence on deuterated

samples, which are ofien not readily available and also difficult to prepare. The

overtone bands are quite well resolved even for very similar oscillators. Second,

the CH stretching parameters obtained from fitting a number of sequential

overtones for each local mode oscillator promise higher precision than single

measurements in the infrared. Finally, the overtone spectra also give the

anharmonicity values of the local mode oscillators, which determine the shape of

the corresponding potential curves, whereas the infrared fimdamentals of

deuterated samples give only the frequencies of isolated CH bonds.

Overtone spectroscopy and the local mode model provide a valuable probe of

molecular structure and molecular confonnation. The local mode parameters X1

and X; are characteristics of the particular CH oscillator and thus give rise to

distinct absorption peaks corresponding to the distinct non-equivalent CH

oscillators in the molecule. The non—equivalence of CH oscillators can arise from

different reasons. The alkyl and aryl CH bonds are nonequivalent due to the

difference in states of carbon hybridisation. Nonequivalent primary, secondary

and tertiary CH bonds are present in alkanes. Conformational origin, inter and

intramolecular environmental origin etc. also cause non—equivalence among CH

bonds.

Alkyl and aryl CH bonds in toluene and xylenes display distinguishable peaks

in their overtone spectra, as do the primary, secondary and tertiary CH bonds in
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alkanes [66-68]. The development of laser based techniques like thermal lens

effect and photoacoustic effect have produced dramatic improvements in

resolution and applicability of overtone spectroscopy. The highly sensitive

determination of bond length changes led to an understanding of substituent

effects on CH bonds in aryl systems [69]. Extensive studies in the aryl CH

overtones of substituted benzenes have shown that an electron-withdrawing group

when substituted in the benzene ring causes an increase in the ring CH mechanical

frequency while an electron-donating group causes a decrease in the mechanical

frequency. Mizugai et.al. [70] and Gough et.al.[67,69] in their study of substituted

benzenes, noted a correlation between the shift in CH overtone frequencies and

change in CH bond lengths with respect to benzene. The bond length — overtone

shifi correlation can conveniently be used to detennine the CH bond lengths in

substituted benzenes from that in benzene (lZO84A°), and the overtone frequency

shift relative to benzene A17 for a given overtone AVCH. Clearly the overtone

method gives a means of determining change in CH bond length rather than the

absolute values [71]. The correlation between the two reads as

Av

CHr;,:‘(A°)=1.034—[ ]o.0o1 (30)
This relation is used to determine CH bond lengths from the CH bond length in

benzene and the overtone frequency shift A; (cm'l) from benzene for a given

overtone AVCH.

Katayama et. al. [72] studied the fifih overtone spectra of the CH

stretching vibrations of pyridine and its related compounds and found that the

chemical shifis in proton magnetic resonance roughly correlate with the

frequencies of the overtones. The observation of the high overtones of the C-H

vibrations thus gives valuable information concerning various properties of the C

H bonds in molecules. Kjaergaard et.al [73] carried out the overtone spectral

investigations on the difference in C-H bond length values in pyridine. The peaks

corresponding to three non-equivalent CH stretching local modes were assigned in

the vapour phase overtone spectra. Absolute oscillator strengths were obtained

from the conventional spectra and the relative oscillator strengths between
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observed peaks within a given overtone from the photoacoustic spectra. Oscillator

strengths were calculated with an anharmonic oscillator local mode model and ab

initio dipole moment functions.

The importance of mass, electronegativity and steric influences of halogens

have been revealed by the studies on halomethanes [74,75] in determining the

local mode parameters of the CH bonds in these compounds. Our work on the

overtone spectrum of allyl chloride [76] has shown that the vinyl CH mechanical

frequency is greater than that in ethylene (Chapter 3)

Overtone spectroscopy is widely used to detect and characterise

conformationally non-equivalent CH bonds in many molecules. In 0

fluorotoluene and 0-xylene, two peaks are observed in methyl region with an

intensity ratio of 2:1. The studies on 0-fluorotoluene [77] and 0-xylene [78]

revealed that the most stable conformer is the planar ones, where methyl groups

have one CH bond in ring plane and the two at 60°C. The in plane CH bond is

shorter than the two out of plane at 60° and from spectral splitting this difference

amounts to 0.003A° These results are found to agree with ab initio calculations.

Two well resolved series of peaks are observed in the gas phase overtone spectra

oftoluene and xylenes at AVCH = 3 and 4, one set corresponding to aryl CH bonds

and the other to methyl CH bonds. In these molecules [67] methyl substitution

causes the aryl CH bond lengths to increase (mechanical frequency to decrease)

with respect to benzene, which results from the electron donating nature of the

methyl group. There are two aryl peaks for toluene also, one at a lower frequency

and the other at the same frequency as the corresponding peak in benzene. The

frequency separation between these aryl peaks corresponds to a bond length

difference of 0.002A°

Rai et al [79] reported the CH and OH vibrational spectra_ of normal,

secondary and tertiary butanol, where the fundamentals and a large number of

overtone and combination bands were assigned. The anharmonicity constant and

dissociation energy for the CH and OH bonds in the molecules were also obtained.

Xu et.al [80] reported the OH stretching overtone spectra of isobutyl alcohol at

AV = 3, 4 and 5 levels as measured using cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS),

where the three observed bands for OH overtones are assigned as due to the three
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kinds of conformations of the hydroxyl group. Fang et.al reported the vibrational

overtone spectra of gaseous alcohols [81]. The overtone absorption spectra of

gaseous 1-propanol, 2-propanol and tert butyl alcohol were measured with ICL

PAS and FTIR spectroscopy. The prominent features in the spectra are assigned as

OH and CH stretching overtones within the local mode model. The remaining

features are assigned as combinations involving a local mode overtone and lower

frequency motions of the molecules. Fedorov et al [82] described a direct

correlation method for OH, NH and CH local modes. The vibrational overtone

spectra of gaseous biphenyl, anthracene, isobutanol, 2-chloro ethanol and ethylene

diarnine at AV=4 region were recorded by ICL-PAS and assigned using the local

mode model. An internal coordinate Hamiltonian was constructed by Hanninen et

al [83] to model the torsional motion in the OH stretching vibrational overtone

region of methanol. The model includes harmonic couplings between OH and CH

stretching vibrations and Fermi resonance interactions between OH stretches and

COH bends and between CH stretches and CH2 bends.

Fang et al reported the overtone spectra of gas—phase methyl, dimethyl

amine and hydrazine [84] as measured by intracavity photoacoustic and FTIR

spectroscopy. The prominent features in the spectra are assigned as N-H and C-H

stretching overtones within the local mode model of loosely coupled, anharmonic

vibrations. In diethyl amine, C-H overtone bands arising from more than one

conformation are observed. In dimethyl amine, C-H stretching frequencies are

observed that correspond to the methyl C-H bond trans to the other methyl, trans

to the hydrogen or trans to the electron lone pair on nitrogen. The N-H overtones

in hydrazine also show distinct bands arising from conforrnationally non

equivalent oscillators. Our analysis of the overtone spectra of benzaldehyde and

salicylaldehyde [85] has revealed evidence for the inhibition of indirect and direct

lone pair trans effects (chapter 2).

Sowa et al [86] analysed the CH stretching overtone spectra of furan and

several thiophenes in regions where there is spectral evidence for vibrational state

interactions. The interactions appear to behave differently in furan and in

thiophenes. However, in both molecules, the interactions are dominated by

distinct resonances rather than by purely statistical interactions with the large
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density of vibrational states. In thiophenes, these distinct resonances give rise to

energy shifts and transition intensity redistribution in the spectra. The vibrational

overtone spectra of gaseous pyridine, 3-fluoropyridine and 2,6-difluoropyridine

were recorded and analysed by Snavely et al [87] using photoacoustic absorption

spectroscopy. The pyridine, 3-fluoropyridine and 2,6-difluoropyridine overtone

spectra exhibit two local mode progressions. The appearance of these two

progressions in the difluorinated compound results from a splitting ofthe C(3,5)

H and C(4)-H stretches which overlapped in pyridine.

Vibrational overtone spectroscopy is established to be an effective tool in

studying inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonding, also. The presence of inter

and intramolecular hydrogen bonding is reflected in the mechanical frequency and

hence the energy values of the overtone transitions. Shaji et al [88] analysed the

overtone spectra of anilines and chloroanilines and established the presence of

intramolecular bonding in 0-chloroaniline. Eappen et al [89] analysed the aryl

CH and OH overtone spectrum of a-naphthol and observed the existence of

intramolecular hydrogen interaction between the hydroxyl group and aromatic

nucleus. Vineet Kumar et al [90] studied the overtone spectra of aniline and its 0

and m-chloro derivatives dissolved in carbon tetrachloride at different

concentrations. The vibrational frequencies and the anharmonicity constants for

the C-H stretch vibration and for the symmetric and asymmetric N-H stretch

vibrations were determined. The presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding in

all the three molecules and intramolecular hydrogen bonding involving N-H C1

in 0-chloroaniline were detected.

We have studied the overtone spectra of phenol, 0-chlorophenol and p

chlorophenol. The presence of intramolecular bonding in 0-chlorophenol is

confrrrned by the overtone spectroscopic method. The analysis of overtone

spectrum of 0-chlorophenol at different concentrations shows that, two different

conformations with intra and intermolecular bonding are present in o

chlorophenol along (chapter 2).

To mention a typical work on high resolution overtone transitions, Zhan et al

[91] investigated the rotations and local modes in stannane using a Ti: Sapphire

ring laser based intracavity photoacoustic technique. The Doppler limited
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rotational structure of the fifth and seventh stretching vibrational overtone bands

of a monoisotopic stannane sample were recorded and analysed. Yang et al [92]

recorded the vibrational overtone transitions of OCS in the near infrared region

using photoacoustic technique. The observed transitions were well assigned and

the spectra was analysed using molecular parameters.

The rich literature available on overtone absorption spectroscopy indicates

that it has become a well-established and valuable probe for drawing structural

information on polyatomic molecules.

1.10. Intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)

dynamics

Understanding intramolecular energy flow in polyatomic molecules is one

of the important goals of chemical physics. A large number of studies have

shown that, in high state density regions where chemical reactions occur,

intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) is a rapid and nearly

universal phenomenon [93-97].

Vibrational overtone spectroscopy is a valuable tool to obtain insight into

the intramolecular dynamics of energized species. Extensive experimental and

theoretical studies of relatively small molecules have shown that the vibrational

energy initially localised in a CH (or OH) stretch overtone relaxes rapidly through

Fenni resonance phenomena with strongly coupled combination states of modes

involving motion of a common or proximate atom (CH bend for example). More

generally, IVR dynamics appear as largely uncorrelated to the total state density

and primarily controlled by specific details of the coupling between different

vibrational modes [96-98]. Several studies have suggested that some structural

characteristics of the molecule can control the extent of vibrational mode coupling

[96, 97, 99-101]. The presence of a low barrier hindered methyl group attached to

aromatic rings has been experimentally evidenced as promoting IVR in the first

excited electronic state [102-105]. Theoretical arguments ascribe this substantial

influence on IVR dynamics to the strong interaction of the methyl internal rotation
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with ring vibrations [103, 106]. The vibrational contribution to the effective

internal rotation potential, due to the coupling of the CH stretch and the quasi free

internal rotation, determines most of the spectral features and induces a relative

localisation of the CH stretch vibrational energy [107].

The CH overtone spectra of flexible molecules have not been extensively

studied. They generally exhibit, even in the gas phase, complex and broad

features [101, 108-110]. The methyl spectral profiles of gaseous compounds have

been explained both as due to conformationally non-equivalent methyl CH bonds

and unresolved methyl rotational structure, possibly perturbed by alkyl CH

stretch-bend Fermi resonance [lO9,l 10]. A theoretical treatment involving a weak

coupling between the anharmonic CH vibration and the hindered internal rotation

reproduces the principal features of the experimental profiles and concludes to a

conformational insensitivity of the nearby free internal methyl rotors. The study

on nitromethane, which is a small molecule possessing nearly free methyl

rotation, provides a theoretical framework for the analysis of the overtone spectra

of quasi free methyl internal rotors [1 1 1, 112]. The vibrational contribution to the

effective internal rotation potential, due to the coupling of the CH stretch and the

quasi free internal rotation determines most of the spectral features, and induces a

relative localisation of the CH stretch vibrational energy.

Benzene and its deuterated derivatives are the most extensively studied

molecules, both experimentally and theoretically. Local mode line shapes also

have been investigated in neopentane and its deuterated analogues, deuterated

methanes, tetramethyl dioxetane, durene and naphthalene [113]. It is generally

agreed that intramolecular processes determine the gas phase local mode line

shapes for relatively large molecules; but there is much disagreement over the

identity of the kind of coupling mechanisms causing IVR. There are two general

types of intramolecular line broadening mechanisms; one is lifetime broadening,

which is due to decay of the excited state population. Several coupling schemes

have been proposed to account for the population decay of the initially prepared

state. The second type of broadening mechanism is dephasing in which line

broadening arises due to modulation of the overtone absorption frequency by the

other vibrational modes ofthe molecules. For pure dephasing no population decay



occurs. Both the mechanisms, dephasing and lifetime broadening have been

applied to benzene to interpret the line width data. However there are two general

arguments against the significant contribution of dephasing to overtone

linewidths. The first objection is that dephasing predicts a general increase in

overtone linewidths with increase of the vibrational quantum number V. However

experimental observations show that this need not be true. Secondly, dephasing

predicts that the line widths should be very sensitive to temperature and should

become very narrow at low temperatures; due to the depopulation of the lower

frequency modes. However, recent experiments have shown that overtone line

widths are insensitive to changes in temperature, down to very low temperatures.

The AVCH = 5 overtone spectrum of tetramethyl dioxetane, which was obtained in

a seeded supersonic expansion, was found to be essentially the same as the room

temperature photoacoustically detected spectrum. The low temperature overtone

spectrum of crystalline benzene was found to show line widths similar to that

observed in the gas phase at room temperature [113,114]

Similar to dephasing, another process, in which no population decay of

excited state occurs, but can cause line broadening has also been suggested. This

process for neopentane, can be represented as |V,0,0> —> |0,V,O> —> |0,0,V> —>

|V,0,0> ——> where ‘V’ vibrational quanta hop from one CH oscillator to

another oscillator in the same methyl group. While this process may be important

for small molecules such as water, it will be a slow process in large molecules like

neopentane, benzene etc. From these arguments and observations it is concluded

that in almost all cases the major contribution of overtone line widths in gas-phase

as well as in low temperature arise from homogeneous broadening due to the

decay of excited state population. The decay of excited state occurs due to

coupling of this state with other vibrational motions.

The mechanism of overtone relaxation as the coupling of CH overtone

states to combinations involving overtones of CH deformation is also considered

in the theoretical studies of Hutchinson et al [115] and high resolution

spectroscopic experimental studies of quack et al [116, 117]. Hutchinson et al

modelled both classically and quantum mechanically the CH overtone relaxation

in HQ, chains (n=4-8). Their analysis showed that ultra fast (50-100 fs)
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irreversible vibrational energy transfer due to sequential nonlinear resonance

occurs in even small hydrocarbons.

1.11 Intensity aspects in overtone spectra

In a molecule with a set of equivalent X-H oscillators, the intensities of the

X-H overtone peaks depend on (1) the functional dependence of the dipole

moment of the electronic ground state on the local co-ordinates (2) the matrix

elements of the powers of the coordinates between the Morse oscillator wave

functions and (3) the mixing of pure local mode states among themselves or with

other normal modes [rel].

Stannard et al [118] carried out a detailed calculation of overtone
intensities in water molecule. The result of their studies indicated that the most

important source of overtone and combination intensity arises from diagonal and

off diagonal terms higher than linear in the electric dipole moment operator, i.e.,

intensity borrowing due to off-diagonal terms in the local coordinate vibrational

Hamiltonian is relatively unimportant. Henry and co-workers presented a

theoretical description of the overtone intensities in dihalomethanes, where the

functional dependence of dipole moment of the local coordinates is determined

from CNDO calculations and numerical differentiation techniques [1 19].

Overtone intensity decreases by approximately a factor of 10 at each

higher overtone level so the transition become extremely weak towards higher

quantum levels. Kjaergaard et al presented calculations of 0-H stretching

vibrational intensities of hydrogen peroxide within a hamionically coupled

anharmonic local mode model for the 0-H stretching vibrational wave functions

along with ab initio calculations to obtain the dipole moment function. They have

also calculated vibrational fundamental and overtone band intensities of water

[l20]. The intensities were determined from a dipole moment function expanded

in the three internal bond coordinates. The vibrational wave functions were

calculated from a three-dimensional harmonically coupled anhannonic oscillator

(HCAO) model.
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Kjaergaard et al reported the intensities of local mode overtone spectrum

of propane [I21]. The gas phase vibrational overtone spectrum of propane was

measured using conventional near infrared spectroscopy for AVCH = 2-5 regions

and intracavity dye laser photoacoustic spectroscopy for AVCH = 5 and 6 regions.

The peaks are assigned in terms of the local mode model and the experimental

oscillator strengths are compared to calculated values for C-H stretching

components of the spectra. Philips et.al measured the intensities of several OH

vibrational ovenone bands in vapour phase methanol, ethanol and isopropanol

[I22]. The trends in intensities as a function of the excitation level were modelled

by two empirical approaches, yielding intensity predictions for the higher

overtone transitions up to 7v(OH). Niefer et al [123] reported the intensities of

C-H and N-H stretching transitions in the vapour phase overtone spectra of

cyclopropylamine as measured using conventional absorption spectroscopy for

lower overtones and intracavity laser photoacoustic spectroscopy for higher
0VC1"[0I’l€S.
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CHAPTER II

NIR OVERTONE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SOME
AROMATIC MOLECULES

2.1 Introduction

As described in detail in chapter 1, vibrational overtone spectroscopy of

molecules containing X-H oscillators (X = C, N, O, Si...) has become an effective

tool for the study of molecular structure, dynamics, inter and intramolecular

interactions, conformational aspects and substituent effects, in aliphatic and

aromatic compounds [1-4]. The local mode model in which the X-H bonds are

considered to be loosely coupled anharmonic oscillators has been widely used for

the interpretation of overtone spectra. To a first approximation, the overtone

transitions obey the relation

AEo-.>v =AV +BV2,

where V is the quantum level of excitation, A-B=X; is the mechanical

frequency and B=X2 is the anharmonicity of the X-H bond. The bond dissociation

energy of the local oscillator is given by D= -A2/4B. The local mode parameters

X1 and X2 distinguish between both chemically nonequivalent X-H oscillators and

conformationally nonequivalent X-H oscillators and are sensitive to the
inter/intramolecular enviromnent in which the X-H oscillator resides. Vibrational

overtone spectral studies in organic compounds containing methyl CH oscillators

subjected to anisotropic environments created by lone pair and TE electrons have

yielded important structural details [5-8].

This chapter describes the analysis of the NIR vibrational overtone spectra

of liquid phase benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde, phenyl hydrazine, phenol,

ortho- and para- chlorophenols. The analysis of the spectra of benzaldehyde and

salicylaldehyde shows that the observed differences in aldehydic CH local mode

parameters in these compounds with respect to acetaldehyde are due to the

difference in intramolecular environment present in the molecules. In particular,

the large value of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency observed in
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salicylaldehyde is explained as due to the inhibition oflone pair trans effect due to

the strong intramoleculer hydrogen bond present in the molecule. This observation

gives an additional evidence for the originally present lone pair trans effect in

aldehydes. The aryl CH local mode parameters in the two compounds agree with

the nature of substituents on the ring. The analysis of the observed CH and NH

local mode mechanical frequency values of phenyl hydrazine shows that mutual

lone pair interaction occur between the NH bond and the lone pair of the adjacent

nitrogen. This observation supports the conclusion drawn by Bellamy et al from

their Infrared frequency studies [9]. The analysis of the observed aryl CH and OH

local mode mechanical frequency values of liquid phase phenol, o-chlorophenol

and p-chlorophenol confirms the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding

between the OH group and the chlorine atom in o-chlorophenol. This observation

supports the conclusion drawn from the electronic spectroscopic studies reported

earlier [10]. The presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in 0-halophenols is

also well supported by the DFTB3YLP and MP2 calculations [1 1]. The analysis

of the near infrared overtone spectra of carbon tetrachloride solutions of 0

chlorophenol at different concentrations indicate that the intramolecular bonding

present in o-chlorophenol at higher concentrations is weakened in lower

concentrations due to the increased population of the trans conformer favoring the

formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonding.

2. 2 Experimental

High purity (>99%) benzaldehyde, salicylaldehyde and phenyl hydrazine

from Central Drug House Pvt. Ltd, Bombay (India) and phenol, o-chlorophenol

and p-chlorophenol from Sisco Research Laboratories, Bombay (India) are used

for the present experiments. The near infrared (2000-700nm) absorption spectra at

room temperature (26+l°C) are recorded using a Hitachi UV-VIS-NIR dual beam

spectrophotometer, which uses a tungsten lamp as the near infrared source. The

spectra of the compounds except phenol and chlorophenols are recorded from

pure liquid samples of 1 cm path length with air as reference. The absorption

spectra of phenol and p-chlorophenol are recorded from a near saturated solution
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in spectrograde carbon tetrachloride. The spectra of o-chlorophenol are recorded

from carbon tetrachloride solutions of different concentration values.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Analysis of the overtone spectra of benzaldehyde and
salicylaldehyde

Fig. 2.1 The molecular structures of benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde

The observed overtone absorption spectra of the two compounds in the

aryl (AV=2-5) and aldehydic (AV=2-4) CH local modes are shown in figures 2.2 —

2.10. The AV=2 and AV=4 regions show multiple peaks arising from combination

bands, but we could assign the pure overtone peaks from the structure as those

giving good least square fit for the Birge-Sponer plot with the pure overtone peaks

in the other regions. The transition energies, local mode parameters obtained from

the Birge-Sponer relation and the bond dissociation energies are given in table 2.1.

The Birge-Sponer plots for ring CH and aldehydic CH overtones for benzaldehyde

and salicylaldehyde are shown in figures 2.11 and 2.12. The CH local mode

parameters reported for liquid benzene [12] are also given in the table 2.1. The

aldehydic CH local mode parameters in benzaldehyde are slightly larger than

those reported earlier [13]. The aldehydic CH mechanical frequency and

DJ LII



anharmonicity values in benzaldehyde are less than those in acetaldehyde by ~16

cm" and ~ 10 cm" respectively. The aldehydic CH mechanical frequency value

in salicylaldehyde is larger than that in acetaldehyde by ~73 cm" whereas the

anharmonicity value is close to that in acetaldehyde. The aryl CH mechanical

frequency values in benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde are larger than that in

benzene by 24 cm" and 13 cm'1 respectively.

3.500

Absorbance ( a.u)

0.000 1 1 I l I I 11600 1620 161.0 1660 1680 1700 1720 171.0
Waveleneth (nm\

Fig. 2.2 Aryl CH band structure of benzaldehyde in the AV=2 region. The pure

overtone peak is marked as ‘a’
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Fig. 2.3 Aldehydic CH band structure of benzaldehyde in the AV=2 region. The

pure overtone peak is marked as ‘b’

0.550 G

Absorbance (nm)

o.os3 1 L .1100 1150 1200 1250 1300
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2.4 Aryl (‘a’) and aldehydic (‘b’) CH overtone peaks of benzaldehyde in the AV=3

region
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Fig. 2.5 Aldehydic CH band structure of benzaldehyde in the AV=4 region. The

pure ovenone peak is marked as ‘b’3.069 Q
‘=7
53
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U
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(‘D

-E0
U3.0

<2:

0

0.031 L J I I700 750 800 850
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2.6 Aryl CH overtone peaks of benzaldehyde in the AV=4 and AV=5 regions.
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Fig. 2.7 Aryl and aldehydic CH bands of salicylaldehyde in the AV=2 region. The

pure overtone peak is marked as ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively.
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Fig. 2.8 Aryl (‘a’) and aldehydic (‘b‘) CH overtone peak of salicylaldehyde in the AV=

region.
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Fig. 2.9 Aldehydic CH band structure of salicylaldehyde in the AV=4 region. The

pure overtone peak is marked as ‘b’
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Fig. 2.10 Aryl CH ovenone peaks of salicylaldehyde in the AV=4 and AV=5

regions.
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Fig. 2.11. Birge-Sponer plots for ring CH overtones in benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde.
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Fig. 2.12 Birge-Sponer plots for aldehydic CH overtones in benzaldehyde and

salicylaldehyde
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2.3.2 Aldehydic CH overtones

One of the important observations made in earlier fundamental and later

overtone studies in acetaldehydes, is the smaller value of aldehydic CH stretching

frequency compared to the average alkane value. This observation was explained

as due to the lone pair trans effect, i.e., due to the donation of electron density to

the antibonding 0 orbital of the aldehydic CH bond from the carbonyl oxygen

lone pair situated trans to it [7,9,l4]. One of the lone pairs of carbonyl oxygen is

trans to aldehydic CH bond. Electron donation from this pair to the 0* orbital of

the aldehydic CH bond causes a reduction in it’s mechanical frequency. A similar

lone pair trans effect can be expected to be operative in benzaldehyde also, since

the relative orientation of the aldehydic CH bond and a lone pair is the same as in

acetaldehyde. The observed values of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency and

anharrnonicity in acetaldehyde are 2873 cm'1 and —64.6cm'1 whereas the
1 The extent ofcorresponding values in benzaldehyde are 2857 cm" and -54.6 cm’

donation of lone pair electron density from the trans lone pair to the aldehydic CH

antibonding orbital can be assumed to depend on the C=O bond length [7]. The

experimental C=O bond length values in acetaldehyde and benzaldehyde [14,15]

are 1.207 A0 and 1.2l2A° respectively. One can expect that the large value of

C=O distance in benzaldehyde, which occurs due to the 11 electron conjugation

with the benzene ring can cause reduction in the lone pair trans effect resulting in

a reduced value of 0* electron density in benzaldehyde compared to that in

acetaldehyde. This in turn can be expected to result in an increased value of

aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in benzaldehyde compared to acetaldehyde.

But the observed value of mechanical frequency in benzaldehyde is slightly lower

(by ~16 cm") than in acetaldehyde. This observation is consistent with the slightly

larger value of CH bond length in benzaldehyde (1.120 A0 compared to 1.114 A0

in acetaldehyde, difference=0.006A°). Also the observed value of aldehydic CH

anharmonicity in benzaldehyde is much smaller (by~l0cm") than in acetaldehyde.

We propose the following explanation for the reduced value of aldehydic CH

mechanical frequency in benzaldehyde. As mentioned earlier, the lone pair trans
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effect operative in acetaldehyde (donation of electron density to the o'* orbital of

aldehydic CH bond from the oxygen lone pair trans to the CH bond) results in a

decrease in the aldehydic CH mechanical frequency compared to the average

alkane value. The other lone pair of the carbonyl oxygen donates electron density

to the 0* orbitals of the out of plane methyl CH bonds which are trans to it.

According to Mckean [14], the in plane methyl CH bond is affected by an indirect

trans effect due to the aldehydic CH bond which is originally influenced by lone

pair trans effect. In other words, there is a donation of electron density from the

o'* orbital of the aldehydic CH bond (which is originally populated by the lone

pair trans to it) to the 6* orbital of the in plane methyl CH bond. Now considering

benzaldehyde, the methyl group is replaced by the phenyl ring, which results in

the absence of the above indirect lone pair trans interaction. It is clear that the

aldehydic CH bond will then be subjected to increased lone pair trans effect,

tending to decrease its mechanical frequency. This effect will however be opposed

by the decrease in lone pair trans effect due to the increased C=O distance in

benzaldehyde. The observed decrease in mechanical frequency is thus a net value

resulting from the two opposing effects.

The important observation that the aldehydic CH anharmonicity value is

appreciably smaller in benzaldehyde than in acetaldehyde indicates that the phenyl

ring creates an intramolecular environment in which the aldehydic CH potential

curve is made more harmonic. This is evident from the large value of aldehydic

CH bond dissociation energy in benzaldehyde. This observation is similar to that

was made in methyl substituted alkanes, where the steric crowding due to

increased methyl substitution was shown to decrease the CH anharmonicity

values. At present we are unable to explain the mechanism of reduction of

anharmonicity that is operative in benzaldehyde.

Considering the aldehydic CH local mode parameters in
salicylaldehyde, the important observation is that the aldehydic CH mechanical

frequency (2947 cm”) is larger by about 90 cm" than that in benzaldehyde (larger

by 73 cm” than in acetaldehyde) whereas the anharmonicity value (-63.6 cm‘) is

close to that in acetaldehyde. As can be read from the table, the increased

mechanical frequency results in an increased value of bond dissociation energy in
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salicylaldehyde compared to acetaldehyde. It is well established that strong

intramolecular hydrogen bonding between OH and CH0 groups occurs in

salicylaldehyde. It is established that the hydrogen bonding interaction causes a

lengthening of the C=O bond, a shortening of the exocyclic C-C bond and a

lengthening of the C-C bond between the substituents [15]. The aldehydic CH

bond length reported for salicylaldehyde is 1.110 A0, which is 0.01 A0 shorter than

that in benzaldehyde. The smaller value of bond length is consistent with the large

value of mechanical frequency observed in the present experiment. An

examination of the bond length data [15] shows that the C=O bond length in

salicylaldehyde (1.225 A0) is larger than the corresponding value in benzaldehyde

(1.212 A0) (difference=0.013A°). The difference in c=o bond lengths between

salicylaldehyde and benzaldehyde is about twice the corresponding difference

between benzaldehyde and acetaldehyde. The large value of C=O bond length,

which occurs due to the intramolecular hydrogen bonding, can lead to a decreased

lone pair trans effect causing an increase in the aldehydic CH mechanical

frequency. However the very high value of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde (which is almost close to the average alkane value) compared to

benzaldehyde cannot be attributed as due to a mere decrease in lone pair trans

effect resulting from increased value of C=O distance, but points to an almost

complete absence of the lone pair trans effect. We propose the following

explanation for the high value of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde. It is clear from the orientation of the hydroxyl and aldehyde

groups that the intramolecular hydrogen bonding interaction makes use of the

carbonyl oxygen lone pair situated trans to the aldehydic CH bond. Thus the

intramolecular hydrogen bonding can be expected to inhibit the donation of

electron density from the lone pair to the aldedydic CH antibonding orbital, which

in turn causes an increase in aldehydic CH mechanical frequency to a value very

close to that of alkanes [7]. The above observation is thus an additional evidence

for the originally operative lone pair trans effect involving aldehydic CH bonds. It

is observed that the aldehydic CH anharmonicity value in salicylaldehyde is close

to that in acetaldehyde. This result shows that the steric effect operative in

benzaldehyde, which renders the aldehydic CH vibrations more harmonic, is
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absent in salicylaldehyde. Thus, in spite of the increased mechanical frequency

value, the bond dissociation energy in salicylaldehyde is smaller than that in

benzaldehyde.

2.3.3 Aryl CH overtones

Extensive studies reported in substituted benzenes have shown that an

electron withdrawing substituent causes an increase while an electron donating

substituent causes a decrease in aryl CH mechanical frequency values [16-21].

The increased value of aryl CH mechanical frequency in benzaldehyde with

respect to benzene occurring due to the electron withdrawal from the ring by the

CH0 group was reported earlier [13,21]. The aryl CH mechanical fiequency in

salicylaldehyde observed in the present work is intermediate between benzene and

benzaldehyde. This can be explained as due to the conjugation of one of the lone

pairs of the hydroxyl oxygen atom with the 1: electrons of the benzene ring [22].

This conjugation effectively donates electron density to the ring causing an

opposing effect to the electron withdrawal by the aldehyde group. This causes a

decrease in the aryl CH mechanical frequency with respect to benzaldehyde.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the NIR vibrational overtone spectra of

liquid phase benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde. The reduced value of aldehydic

CH mechanical frequency in benzaldehyde with respect to acetaldehyde is

explained as due to the absence of the indirect trans effect in that compound. The

large value of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency observed in salicylaldehyde is

explained as due to the inhibition of donation of electron density from oxygen

lone pair to the aldehydic CH bond. The observed value of aryl CH mechanical

frequency in salicylaldehyde agrees with the nature of substituents on the benzene

ring.
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2.3.4 Analysis of the overtone spectrum of phenyl hydrazine

®—NH— NH2

Fig.2.13. The molecular structure of phenyl hydrazine

The observed overtone absorption spectra of phenyl hydrazine for the aryl

CH (AV=2-5) and NH (AV=2-4) local modes are shown in Figs. 2.14-2.16. In

these figures, the peaks denoted by 'a' and 'b' represent the NH overtones (NH' —

high energy and NH2 — low energy) and 'c' represent the CH overtones. Two well

resolved bands are observed at each NH overtone quantum level (except for

A V=2 region), corresponding to nonequivalent NH bonds (see below). The

AV=2 region show multiple peaks arising fiom combination bands and the peak

position in this region is assigned as the one giving the best fit in the Birge-Sponer

plot with the higher overtone peaks shown in figures 2.17 and 2.18. The transition

energies and the local mode parameters obtained from Birge-Sponer plot are given

in Table 2.2. The CH and NH local mode parameters reported [23] for aniline and

the NH local mode parameters reported for hydrazine [24] are also included in the

Table 2.2. The aryl CH mechanical frequency and anharmonicity values in phenyl
l

hydrazine are greater than those in liquid benzene by -25cm‘ and ~ 7cm"

respectively. The N-H mechanical frequency values in phenyl hydrazine are less
I

by 57cm"and 77cm‘ and anharmonicity values are less by l.46cm"and 3.4cm"

than those in hydrazine.
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Fig.2.14. The aryl CH and NH overtone peaks of phenyl hydrazine in the AV=2

region. The pure overtone peak of CH is marked as ‘c’ and those of NH are

marked as ‘a’ — high energy NH‘ and ‘b’ — low energy NH2
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Fig. 2.15. The aryl CH and NH ovenone peaks of phenyl hydrazine in the AV=3

region.
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Fig. 2.16. The aryl CH and NH overtone peaks of phenyl hydrazine in the AV=4

region.
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Fig. 2.17 Birge-Sponer plot for ring CH overtones of phenyl hydrazine
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Fig. 2.18. Birge-Sponer plots for NH (NH1 and NH2) overtones of phenyl

hydrazine

Since phenyl hydrazine is a derivative of the compound hydrazine, a

comparison of the reported results in hydrazine with the present observations will

be useful in analyzing the results. One of the important observation made in the

overtone studies in gas phase hydrazine [24], as measured by intracavity
photoacoustic and FTIR spectroscopy, is the occurrence of distinct NH overtone

bands corresponding to the existence of two types of conformationally

nonequivalent NH bonds in this molecule. The low energy band arises from the

NH bond trans to the lone pair and the high energy band from the NH bond trans

to hydrogen. The intensity of low energy band is considerably greater than that of

high energy band.

In an earlier paper, Hadzi et al [25] had reported the occurrence of two

abnormally spaced NH stretching bands in the IR spectrum of N, N-dialkyl

hydrazine. They explained this observation as due to the interaction of one of the

NH bond with the lone pair of the other nitrogen atom. The strength of the

interaction between the lone pair and the NH bond depends on the mutual

orientation and the electron population of the lone pair orbital. These workers also

observed that two different NH stretching bands occur in s-diphenyl hydrazine,
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indicating that both the NH group and the NH; group respond to lone pair
interaction.

Bellamy et al [9], based on their studies on infrared frequencies, reported

that the lone pair effect in uns-dimethyl hydrazine (unsubstituted) causes

nonequivalence of NH oscillators giving rise to two NH stretching bands. A

nitrogen atom in NH; or NH groups donates its lone pair in to an antibonding

orbital of an adjacent NH; or NH bond.

Considering the results of the present investigation, as stated earlier, the

aryl CH mechanical frequency observed in phenyl hydrazine is greater than that in

benzene by ~25cm" This result shows that the (-NH-NH2) substituent causes a

net electron withdrawal from the ring [26]. Also, the mechanical frequency values

of both types of NH bonds in the hydrazine group are smaller than those in

hydrazine- by 57cm" and 77cm'1 respectively for the high energy (trans to

hydrogen) and low energy (trans to electron lone pair) NH bonds. We propose the

following explanation for these observations. The NH bonds in the (-NH-NH;)

group involve in mutual lone pair interaction (each one of the NH bond and lone

pair of the other nitrogen mutually interact). The NH bond trans to lone pair

electron and the NH bond trans to hydrogen give rise to non-equivalent

oscillators. Due to the mutual lone pair interaction, electrons are not conjugated

with the ring and remains in the hydrazine part. The absence of lone pair

conjugation with the benzene ring and the inductive effect of (-NH-NH;) group

cause a net withdrawal of electrons from the ring. This situation is in contrast to

that occurs in aniline where the effect of NH; group is a net donation of electron

density to the phenyl ring [23]. The net withdrawal of electron fi'om the phenyl

ring causes the increase in aryl CH mechanical frequency with respect to benzene

[27]. The same effect causes increase in electron density in the (-NH-NH;) group

causing decrease in mechanical frequency of both the non equivalent NH

oscillators in the (-NH-NH;) group with respect to those in hydrazine. The low

values of anhannonicity compared to those in hydrazine indicate the occurrence of

more harmonic NH potential is in this case.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the near infrared overtone absorption

spectrum of liquid phase phenyl hydrazine. The large value of aryl CH mechanical
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frequency in phenyl hydrazine with respect to benzene is explained as due to the

inductive electron withdrawal by the NH; group. The reduction in the values of NH

mechanical frequencies in phenyl hydrazine with respect to hydrazine occurs due

to the existence of mutual lone pair interaction (the interaction between each one of

the NH bond and the adjacent nitrogen lone pair) in hydrazine group as well as the

inductive withdrawal of electrons by (-NH—NH2) gfoup from the phenyl ring.

Table 2.2. Observed overtone energies (cm"), mechanical frequencies X1 (cm"), and

anharrnonicities X2 (cm") of aryl CH and NH local modes of phenyl hydrazine.

The least square correlation coefficients (y) are also given. The literature values of

the local mode parameters for benzene [12] and aniline [23] are also given for a

comparison.

“ AV=2 AV=3 AV=4 AV=5 X1 X2 y
Ary1CH 5972.28 8767.32 11444.3 13991.9 3173 -62.46 -0.9999

Phenyl
hydrazine NH’ 6471.24 9461.63 12306.2 3473 -79.54 -0.9999

NH2 6327.11 9259.3 11993.3 3413 -82.6 -0.9993

Aryl CH 3136.3 -55.83
Aniline NH 3549.6 -77.2
Benzene 3148.1 -57.6
Hydrazine NH‘ 3530 -31NH2 3490 -86
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2.3.5 Analysis of the vibrational overtone spectra of phenol, o

chlorophenol andp-chlorophenol

HOH 0/

OH

CI

Fig. 2.19. The molecular structures of phenol, 0-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol.

The absorption of spectra of phenol, 0-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol in

the near infrared region (2000-700 nm) show pure overtone bands at different

quantum levels along with many combination bands. In the present analysis, we

consider only the pure overtone bands arising from the ring CH and OH

oscillators of these molecules. The overtone bands in the AV=2-4 regions of

phenol, 0-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol are shown in figures 2.20 — 2.31. In

these figures, the peaks denoted by 'a' represent the aryl CH overtones and 'b'

represent OH overtones. The peak observed at 1456 nm for 0-chlorophenol is

close to that reponed for the cis conformation [29]. The OH overtone bands of 0
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chlorophenol in these regions at various concentrations are shown in figures 2.32 

2.34. The band assignments, transition energies and local mode parameters ofthe

ring CH and OH oscillators are given in Table2.3. The Birge-Sponer plots for ring

CH overtones of phenol, o-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol are shown in figure

2.35 and that for OH overtones of phenol and o-chlorophenol are shown in figure

2.36.The B-S plots for ring CH and OH overtones of o-chlorophenol at different

concentrations are shown in figures 2.37 and 2.38. The OH local mode parameters

of p-chlorophenol are not included since we could record only two OH overtone

bands of this compound. The OH local mode mechanical frequency in o

chlorophenol is much smaller (by ~31 cm'l) than that in phenol while the ring CH

mechanical frequency is increased by ~27 cm" The ring CH local mode

parameters in all the compounds represent the average value over the various non

equivalent ring CH oscillators, since the observed liquid phase spectra do not

show a corresponding resolved structure. As can be seen, there is an increase of

~27 cm] for the ring CH mechanical frequency in o-chlorophenol with respect to

phenol whereas the corresponding increase in p-chlorophenol is only ~5 cm" The

increase in the ring CH mechanical frequency in o-chlorophenol and p

chlorophenol is due to the electron withdrawing nature of the chlorine atom and is

in agreement with the reported results in substituted benzenes [28]. The important

observation here is the appreciable increase in the ring CH mechanical frequency

of 0- chlorophenol with respect to that in p-chlorophenol.

The transition energies and local mode parameters of o-chlorophenol

dissolved in carbon tetrachloride at different concentrations are given in Table 2.4.

Even though the first overtone region of the OH oscillator shows multiple peaks at

higher concentrations, we could assign the overtone transitions as the peak that is

giving best fit in the Birge-Sponer plot with higher overtones. The OH local

mode parameters at lower concentrations are larger than those at higher

concentrations whereas the aryl CH local mode parameters are almost insensitive

to the variation in concentration. The variation in concentration affects only the —

OH group through modification of its bonding environment (see below).

In chlorophenols, the electron withdrawing effect exerted by the chlorine

atom attached to the ring, which reduces the electron density at the ring carbon
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sites, also causes a reduction in electron density at the oxygen atom. This can

cause a net attraction of the electron clouds associated with hydrogen atom in OH

group, thus causing an increase in the OH mechanical frequency. But the OH

mechanical frequency in 0-chlorophenol is less than that in phenol (~31 cm‘).

This shows that the above mechanism of increasing the OH force constant is

opposed by some interaction present in this molecule. We propose that

intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the chlorine atom and hydrogen atom

in OH group, which can be most dominant in 0-chlorophenol, is responsible for

the reduced OH mechanical frequency compared to that in phenol. The chlorine

atom in 0-chlorophenol involves in intramolecular hydrogen bonding with OH

group, which is attached to the adjacent carbon site in the benzene ring causing a

reduction in the force constant of the OH bond. This explains the reduced value of

OH oscillator mechanical frequency in 0-chlorophenol compared to phenol. A

comparison with p-chlorophenol could not be made since only two OH overtone

peaks are observed and the OH overtone in the AV=4 region could not be obtained

due to the poor signal to noise ratio in this region.

Absorbance (a.u)

1.299 ' 1 ' ‘ L1650 1660 1670 1680 1690
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2.20 The aryl CH overtone peak of phenol in the AV=2 region
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Fig. 2.21 The OH overtone peak of phenol in the AV=2 region.
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Fig. 2.22 The aryl CI-I overtone peak of phenol in the AV=3 region.
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F ig.2.23 The aryl CH ovenone peak in the AV=4 region (‘a’) and the OH overtone

peak in the AV=3region of phenol (‘b’).
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Fig. 2.24 The OH overtone peak of phenol in the AV=4 region. The peak position

is marked as ‘b’
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F ig. 2.25 The aryl CH overtone peak of phenol in the AV=5 region. The pure
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Fig. 2.26 The aryl CH (‘a’) and OH (‘b’) overtone peaks in the AV=2 region of o

chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.27 The aryl CH and OH overtone peaks in the AV=3 region of 0

chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.28 The aryl CH and OH overtone peaks in the AV=4 region of 0

chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.29 The aryl CH and the OH overtone peaks in the AV=2 region of

p—ch1orophenol
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Fig. 2.30 The aryl CH and the OH overtone peaks in the AV=3 region of

p-chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.31 The aryl CH overtone peak in the AV=4 region of p-chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.32 The OH overtone peaks of o-chlorophenol at different

concentrations in the AV=2 region.
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Fig. 2.33 The OH ovenone peaks of o-chlorophenol at different concentrations in

the AV=3 region.
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Fig. 2.34 The OH overtone peaks of o-chlorophenol at different concentrations in

the AV=4 region.
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Fig. 2.35. Birge-Sponer plots for ring CH overtones of phenol, 0-chlorophenol and

p- chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.36 Birge-Sponer plots for OH overtones of phenol and o-chlorophenol.
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Fig. 2.37 Birge-Sponer plots for ring CH overtones of o-chlorophenol at different

concentrations.
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Fig. 2.38 Birge-Sponer plots for OH overtones of o-chlorophenol at different

concentrations.
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Yamomoto et al [9] studied the emissive properties of the S1 state of the

rotational isomers of 0-chlorophenol by electronic spectroscopy in a supersonic

jet. Their studies show that intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the chlorine

atom and the H atom of the OH group has a large effect on the rate of the

nonradiative process from the S1 state.

The difference in aryl CH mechanical frequency values between

chlorobenzene [27] and 0-chloroaniline [23] is very small. This shows that

chlorine plays a major role in these compounds and that the NH; group has no

effective role in determining the aryl CH mechanical frequency in 0-chloroaniline

due to the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding [23]. A similar effect can

be expected for 0-chlorophenol also. In 0-chlorophenol, the chlorine plays the

important role in increasing the mechanical frequency by withdrawing electrons

from the ring, while the OH group does not make any considerable change in the

ring mechanical frequency due to the presence of hydrogen bonding and. In

substituted phenols, com, value of chlorine is 0.68, a value much higher than that

of p-chlorophenol (cr =O.23). In p-chlorophenol, the OH group acts as a donating

group (0 = -0.37) and the chlorine atom (o' = 0.23) withdraws electrons from the

ring [28]. The net withdrawing effect increases the aryl CH mechanical frequency

of p-chlorophenol compared to that of benzene [12]. But due to high com, value

of chlorine in ortho substituted phenols and due to the presence of intramolecular

hydrogen bonding, the net withdrawal of electrons increases the aryl CH

mechanical frequency in 0-chlorophenol compared to that of p-chlorophenol. This

is also evident from the pK, values of these molecules. The pKa value for 0

chlorophenol is 8.6 and p-chlorophenol is 9.4. It is well known that electron

withdrawing groups enhance the acidity while electron-donating groups decrease

the acidity and compounds having less pK,., values will be more acidic. Hence it is

obvious that in 0-chlorophenol, the net electron-withdrawing effect from the ring

is more dominant compared to p-chlorophenol and hence the mechanical

frequency of the ring CH in 0-chlorophenol is higher than that in p-chlorophenol.

It is observed that the OH mechanical frequency values in 0-chlorophenol

at higher concentrations are smaller than that in lower concentrations while the

aryl CH mechanical frequency value is almost unaffected by change in
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concentration. We propose the following explanation for the variation of the OH

mechanical frequency with respect to change in concentration. At high

concentrations, due to the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in o

chlorophenol, most of the molecules are in the cis form [9]. This intramolecular

bonding makes use of the oxygen lone pair thereby increasing the electron density

of the OH bond. This increase in the electron density causes a decrease the OH

mechanical frequency value. It is known that there is increased population of the

trans form of o-chlorophenol at low concentrations; this trans form of the

molecule has a free-OH capable of forming intermolecular hydrogen bond. In

general for any concentration, both the hydrogen bonded (cis) and open (trans)

forms exist in conformational equilibrium [11]. It is also concluded that at any

finite concentration, dimers are formed between cis and trans molecules joined by

an intermolecular OH...O hydrogen bond, thus weakening the intramolecular

bond [29,10]. This causes a decrease in electron density of the OH bond and

hence an increase in the mechanical frequency of the OH oscillator. As the

concentration is decreased from high values, the population of the trans conformer

increases, thus increasing the number of dimers formed by intermolecular

hydrogen bonds. This explains the occurrence of high values of OH mechanical

frequency at lower concentrations. Akai et al [30] studied the photoreaction

mechanisms of o-chlorophenol and its multiple chloro-substituted derivatives.

These studies and the DFT calculations of o-chlorophenol also support the

presence of the two conformers of o-chlorophenol and the existence of

intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the cis conformer. The cis, trans and cis

trans forms of o-chlorophenol are shown in fig. 2.39.
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Fig.2.39 The structure of o-chlorophenol dimer (cis-trans)

In conclusion, the near infrared overtone absorption spectra of liquid phase

phenol, o-chlorophenol, p-chlorophenol and carbon tetrachloride solution 0

chlorophenol at different concentrations are analyzed. The analysis of the

mechanical frequency values of the aryl CH and OH oscillators in pure

compounds reveals the existence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in 0

chlorophenol. In o-chlorophenol solution, as the concentration is decreased from

high (saturated) values, the population ofthe trans form ofthe molecule increases,
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thus causing the formation of cis-trans dimer (due to intemiolecular hydrogen

bonding) to become dominant. This causes a decrease in the strength of the

intramolecular hydrogen bonding originally present in the cis form. The

weakening of intramolecula.r bonding causes a decrease the electron density of the

OH bond and hence an increases the mechanical frequency value of the OH

oscillator. This explains the increased values of OH mechanical frequency for

lower concentrations. The present study shows that vibrational overtone

spectroscopy can be used as a good diagnostic tool for probing even weak

hydrogen bonding interactions existing in molecules.
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Table.2.3 The observed overtone transition energies (cm"), mechanical

frequencies X1 (cm"), and anharrnonicities X2 (cm'1) of the aryl CH and OH

oscillators in phenol, 0-chlorophenol and p-chlorophenol. The least square

correlation coefficients (y) are also given. The literature values of the aryl CH

local mode parameters of chlorobenzene [27] and 0-chloroaniline [23] are given

for a comparison.

Molecule AV=2 AV=3 AV=4 AV=5 X1 X2 7
<cm“> <cm") (cm"> (cm") (cm"> (cm">

Phenol
Aryl CH 5978 8791 11475 14067 316514 -58.8:O.8 -0.999
OH 6947 10132 13194 37334520 -g7_5¢5 -0.998
o-chloro
phenol
Aryl CH 6009 8821 11517 3192:4 -62.6109 -0.9999
OH 6867 10053 13024 37021.15 -33,3¢3,5 -0.999
p-chloro
phenol
Aryl CH 6005 8827 11559 317019 -56.41-2.1 -0.999
chlorobenzeneAryl CH 3161 -56.7
o-chloro
anilineAryl CH 3166 -58.7
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Table 2.4 The observed overtone transition energies, mechanical frequencies and

anhamionicities of CH and OH local modes of 0-chlorophenol (all in cm"). The

least square correlation coefficient (7) is also given.

Concentration of Overtone AV=2 AV=3 AV=4 X1 X; y
0-chloro phenol % (cl-n") (cm") (cm") (cm") (cm")
100 Aryl CH 6010 8821 11517 3193:4 —62.9i1 -0.9999

OH 6867 10053 13024 3702115 _g3_gi3_6 -0.999
80 Aryl CH 6006 8821 11521 3187i3 -61.4i0.8 -0.9999

OH 6885 10077 13072 3705i9 -37_3¢2_2 -0.999
50 Aryl CH 6006 8827 11510 3l92i5 -62.8i1.2 -0.9999

OH 6903 10093 13079 3725i9 -9o_9i2_2 -0.999
40 Aryl CH 6008 8827 11517 3191i2 -62.4i0.4 -0.9999

OH 6903 10100 13084 3724i13 _90_3i3.1 -0.999
30 Aryl CH 6010 8827 11517 3194il —62.9:1:0.1 -1

OH 6907 10100 13089 3727i9 _90_5i2_2 -0.999
20 Aryl CH 6011 8832 11529 3190iO.3 -61.6iO.1 -1

OH 6911 10100 13094 37295 -91i1_3 -0.9999
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CHAPTER 3

NIR ANALYSIS OF SOME ALIPHATIC MOLECULES

3.1. Introduction

As described in chapter 1, overtone absorption spectroscopy and the local

mode model provide a valuable probe of molecular structure, inter and intra

molecular interactions, conformational aspects and substituent effects in aliphatic

and aromatic compounds [1-4]. The local mode parameters X1 (mechanical

frequency) and X2 (anharmonicity) distinguish between both chemically

nonequivalent X-H oscillators as well as confonnationally nonequivalent X-H

oscillators [5-8].

This chapter describes the analysis of the NIR vibrational overtone spectra

of liquid phase fonnamide, allyl alcohol, allyl chloride and nitromethane.

Forrnamide is the simplest molecule which may be linked by hydrogen bonds

between C=O and N-H groups. The analysis of overtone spectrum of forrnamide

shows that the CH mechanical frequency value is much larger than the aldehydic

CH mechanical frequency value in acetaldehyde. We have explained this

observation as due to the inhibition of lone pair trans effect due to intermolecular

hydrogen bonding and due to lone pair interaction between carbonyl oxygen and

NH2. Allyl alcohol is used as a starting material in the syntheses of various

polymers, pharmaceuticals, pesticides and other allyl compounds. Allyl chloride is

a chemical intermediate used in many applications. It is a highly versatile product

due to the presence of dual reactive sites - at the double bond and at the chlorine

atom. The observed decrease in the mechanical frequency value of methylene CH

in the vinyl group of allyl alcohol compared to that of chloro methyl CH in benzyl

chloride is explained as due to the occurrence of lone pair trans effect originating

from the oxygen atom. The mechanical frequency value of methylene CH in allyl

chloride is close to that reported for chloro methyl CH in benzyl chloride. The

lowering of the mechanical frequency value of vinyl CH in allyl alcohol with

respect to ethylene points to the donation of electrons by the CH2OH group. A
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reverse effect is shown to occur in allyl chloride due to the withdrawal of

electrons. Nitromethane (CH3NO2) is an asymmetric top molecule consisting ofa

heavy frame (N02) and a lighter top (CH3), the local symmetries of which are Czv

and Cw respectively. The relative rotation of the groups is quasi free with a very

low 6-fold torsional barrier in the ground vibrational state. Taking into account the

local symmetry of the CH3 group, the overtone spectrum of nitromethane requires

a treatment under the local mode picture. The spectrum could be assigned through

the diagonalization of a coupled anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian symmetrized

under C3,, point group. The observed transition energies of the local mode

overtones and local-local combinations are found to agree with those predicted by

the calculations.

3.2 Experimental

High purity (>99%) formamide, allyl alcohol and allyl chloride from Sisco

Research Lab. Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, (India), and nitromethane from CDH Ltd, India

are used for the present experiments. The near infrared absorption spectra in the

range 2000-700mn are recorded using a Hitachi model U34l0 UV-VIS-NIR

spectrophotometer, which uses a tungsten lamp as the near infrared source. All

spectra are recorded at room temperature (26i10C) from pure liquids of 1 cm

path length with air as reference.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.] Analysis of the overtone spectra of formamide

O

H
N H2

Fig. 3.1 The molecular structure of formamide
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Fig. 3.2 Hydrogen- bonded model of formamide

The observed overtone absorption spectra of forrnamide in the AV = 2-4

regions corresponding to the CH and NH local modes are shown in figs.3.3-3.6. In

these figures, the peaks denoted by 'b' represent alkyl CH overtones and those

denoted by 'a' represent NH overtones. The band assignments, transition energies

and the local mode parameters are given in Table 3.1. The NH local mode

parameters reported for aniline [9] are also given for a comparison. The alkyl CH

mechanical frequency in fonnamide is found to be much greater than the

aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in salicylaldehyde [10] (by ~96 cm"),

whereas the NH mechanical frequency is observed to be close to that in aniline.

Lo x: no
l

Absorbance (a.u)

1.71.9 I I 11755 1750 1765 1770
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.3 alkyl CH overtone peak in the AV=2 region
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Absorbance (a.u)

b0.098 I I I 1 1 1
1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700

wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.4 NH overtone peak in the AV=2 region (marked as ‘a’) and alkyl CH

overtone peak in the AV=3 region (marked as ‘b’).

0.230 I D

Absorbance (a.u)

10.077. 1 I960 1000 1040
wavelength (nm)

I

920

Fig. 3.5 NH overtone peak in the AV=3 region (marked as ‘a’) and alkyl

CH overtone peak in the AV=4 region (marked as ‘b’).
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Fig. 3.6 NH overtone peak in the AV=4 region.

2340- ._ I Formamlde
2820 

2300 

2780 2760 -1 I
AEN (cm")

2740 

2720 

2700 

2680 

2.0 2.5 3.
Fig. 3.7 Birge- Sponer plot for alkyl CH ovenone in formamide.
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Fig. 3.8 Birge- Sponer plot for NH overtone in formamide

An examination of the previous results on different aldehydes will be

useful in interpreting the observations on formamide. These details are already

given in chapter 2 where our work on benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde is

presented. Here we recall some of the points that are relevant for the analysis of

the spectral results of formamide. It is well known from the overtone studies in

acetaldehyde that the aldehydic stretching frequency is smaller compared to the

average alkane value. This is explained as due to the lone pair trans effect [7, 11].

The extent of donation of electron density from the trans lone pair to the aldehydic

CH antibonding orbital can be assumed to depend on the C=O bond length [7].

The experimental C=O bond length values in benzaldehyde and salicylaldehyde

are 1.212 A0 and 1.225 A0 respectively. The large value of C=O bond length can

lead to a decreased lone pair trans effect, causing an increase in CH mechanical

frequency. Accordingly, the aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde becomes greater than that in benzaldehyde. However, as

concluded in chapter 2, in salicylaldehyde the lone pair trans effect is not only

decreased, but completely inhibited, due to the presence of intramolecular

hydrogen bonding [10]. The C=O bond length in formamide is 1.243 A0 which
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is even greater than that in salicylaldehyde [12]. The large value of C=O bond

distance can cause appreciable reduction in the lone pair trans effect.

The aldehydic CH bond length reported for salicylaldehyde is 1.110 A0,

which is 0.01 A0 shorter than that in benzaldehyde. The smaller value of bond

length is consistent with the large value of mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde. The alkyl CH mechanical frequency in forrnamide is 3044 cm",

which is much higher than that in salicylaldehyde. This large value of alkyl CH

mechanical frequency is consistent with the smaller value of CH bond length in

fonnamide (l.lO5A°) [13]. These observations point to the complete absence of

lone pair trans effect in forrnamide. We propose the following explanation for the

high value of alkyl CH mechanical frequency in formamide. The large value of

C=O bond length occurs due to the interaction of the lone pair electrons of

carbonyl oxygen and NH; group as well as due to the occurrence of

intermolecular hydrogen bonding. The adjacent strongly electronegative carbonyl

group tends to bind the unshared pair to the nitrogen via an inductive effect [14].

This interaction and the intermolecular hydrogen bonding can be expected to

inhibit the donation of electron density from the lone pair to alkyl CH antibonding

orbital, which in turn causes an increase in alkyl CH mechanical frequency. The

interaction of lone pair electrons of carbonyl oxygen and NH; group “uses” the

electron lone pair density associated with the NH; group. This situation can be

compared to the situation in aniline where conjugation of the lone pair electrons of

the NH; group with the phenyl ring occurs. Consequently, the NH mechanical

frequency value in formamide becomes close to that in aniline.

In conclusion, the NIR overtone absorption spectrum of liquid phase

formamide is analyzed using local mode model. The analysis of the mechanical

frequency values of CH and NH oscillators reveals the inhibition of lone pair trans

effect in fonnamide due to the binding of the lone pair of the NH; group by the

carbonyl group and due to the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
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Table 3.1: Observed overtone transition energies (cm"), mechanical frequencies

X1 (cm1), and anharmonicities X; of alkyl CH and NH local modes in formamide.

The least square correlation coefficients (7) are also given. The mechanical

frequencies and anharmonicities of salicylaldehyde and aniline are also given for

a comparison.

Molecule AV=2 AV=3 AV=4 X1 X2 7

Formamide

Alkyl CH 5663.16 8282.26 10759.63 3044 -70.84 -1
NH 6697.48 9826.07 12836.97 3557.52 -69.75 -0.9999

Salicylaldehyde

Aldehyde CH 2947.7 -63.6
AnilineNH 3549.56 -77.16
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3.3.2 Analysis of overtone spectra of allyl alcohol and allyl

chloride

The molecular structures of allyl alcohol and allyl chloride are shown in

figures 3.9 and 3.10

Fig. 3.9

cH2_:CH —- CH, — C1

Fig. 3.10

The observed absorption spectra of the compounds, allyl chloride and allyl

alcohol in the near infrared region are shown in figures 3.11-3.17. The major

peaks in the overtone spectra are due to CH bonds of vinyl group. The peak

positions and the local mode parameters obtained from Birge-Sponer plots are

given in Table 3.2. In the figures, 'a' denotes vinyl CH pure overtone peaks, 'b'

denotes the pure overtone peaks due to side group CH, 'c' denotes the peaks due

to OH second overtone and the other peaks are due to combinations. The vinyl CH

mechanical frequency and anharmonicity values in allyl chloride are greater than

those in ethylene by ~ 6 cm" and ~ 7 cm"! whereas in allyl alcohol the mechanical

frequency is less by ~25 cm" and the anharmonicity almost unchanged with

respect to ethylene.
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Fig. 3.11 Vinyl and methylene CH overtone peaks in the AV=2 region of allyl

chloride.
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Fig. 3.12 Vinyl and methylene CH overtone peaks in the AV=3 region of allyl

chloride.
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Fig. 3.13 Vinyl and methylene CH ovenone peaks in the AV=4 region of allyl

chloride.
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Fig. 3.14 Vinyl CH overtone peak in the AV=5 region of allyl chloride.
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Fig.3.15 Vinyl and methylene CH overtone peaks in the AV=3 region of allyl

alcohol.
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Fig.3.16 Vinyl and methylene CH overtone peaks in the AV=4 region and OH

overtone peak (‘c’) in the AV=3 region of allyl alcohol.
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F ig.3. 17 Vinyl and methylene CH overtone peaks in the AV=5 region of allyl

alcohol.
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Fig.3.18 Birge-Sponer plots for vinyl CH overtones of allyl chloride and allyl

alcohol.
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Fig.3.l9 Birge-Sponer plots for chloromethyl CH overtones of allyl

/.\EN (cm“)

chloride and allyl alcohol.

Since allyl chloride and allyl alcohol are the derivatives of ethylene, a

comparison of the present observations with the reported results for ethylene will

be useful in analyzing the results. The reported values of the mechanical

frequency and anharmonicity of ethylene are 3182 cm" and 60.6 cm" [15]. As

stated earlier, the mechanical frequency value of vinyl CH in allyl chloride is

greater by ~ 6cm'l and that in allyl alcohol is less by ~25 cm" with respect to

ethylene. It is well established from overtone studies of substituted benzenes that

an electron-withdrawing group causes a decrease in bond length and hence

increases the force constant, which in turn will give an increase in mechanical

frequency whereas an electron-donating group causes a decrease in mechanical

frequency [16-18]. The present observations can be explained on similar lines;

CH2Cl acts as electron withdrawing group as in benzyl chloride [19] resulting in

an increased value of the vinyl CH mechanical frequency in allyl chloride. In allyl

alcohol, CH2OH donates electrons and consequently the CH mechanical
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frequency of the vinyl group decreases. The large value of anharrnonicity constant

in vinyl group of allyl chloride shows that the potential energy curve becomes

more anharmonic with respect to that of ethylene. This is evident from the

dissociation energy values given in table 3.2

In the overtone spectra of allyl chloride and allyl alcohol, the methylene

CH overtone peaks occur on the low energy side of the vinyl CH overtone peaks.

The mechanical frequency value of chloromethyl CH in allyl chloride is very

close to the reported value for benzyl chloride [19]. In allyl alcohol, the

mechanical frequency of methylene CH is found to be less than that of the

chloromethyl CH in allyl chloride. According to the results of conformation

studies [20], in allyl alcohol, one of the lone pair electrons of the oxygen atom is

trans to the CH bond of the CH2OH group thereby causing an interaction of

electron with CH bond. This results in an increase in the electron density at

methylene CH, resulting in the decrease in CH mechanical frequency compared to

that of chloro methyl CH in allyl chloride.

In conclusion, the near infiared overtone absorption spectra of liquid phase

allyl chloride and allyl alcohol are analyzed using local mode model. The analysis

shows that the large value of CH mechanical frequency in vinyl group of allyl

chloride with respect to ethylene is due to electron withdrawal by CHZCI and

smaller value of mechanical frequency in vinyl group of allyl alcohol is due to the

electron donation by CHZOH. Moreover, the mechanical frequency value of

chloromethyl CH in allyl chloride is close to that for benzyl chloride. In the

CH3OH group of allyl alcohol, one of the lone pair electrons trans to CH bond

interacts with CH bond, donating electron density to its antibonding orbital, which

in tum reduces the mechanical frequency value of the methylene CH oscillator.
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3.3.3 Analysis of CH overtone absorption spectrum of nitromethane using

local mode picture

The molecular structure of nitromethane is shown in figure 3.20

”\,__ N/°"it \.
Fig. 3.20

The near infrared absorption spectrum of nitromethane in the region 2000

700 nm is shown in F igures.3.2l-3.24.The first overtone region shows two main

bands with high and low energy shoulders. In the second overtone region, the

spectrum is relatively simpler with a strong band peaked at 8732 cm" and two

weaker ones peaked at 8887 and 9130 cm" The third and fourth overtone regions

show doublet structure. The assignments of the spectral peaks are given in table

3.4.

Nitromethane (CH3NO2) is an asyrmnetric top molecule consisting of a

heavy frame (N02) and a lighter top (CH3), the local symmetries of which are Czv

and Cjv respectively [21]. The CH overtone spectrum is to be analyzed under Cw

local mode picture, which takes in to account the kinetic, and potential energy

coupling between the CH oscillators. The effective Hamiltonian for the problem is

obtained by assuming harmonic coupling between local mode oscillator states of a

given manifold of constant total quantum number, while neglecting the coupling

between states belonging to different manifolds. The analysis of the overtone

spectra of neopentanes [22, 23], deuterated methanes [24, 25] and methyl cyanide

[26] were carried out using this approach.
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Fig. 3.21 CH overtone spectrum of nitromethane in the AV=2 region. The

positions marked are (1) local-normal combination (2) local-normal combination

(3) A. component of l200> (4) E component of l200> (5) A. component of |110>

(6) E component of |110>

Absorbance (a. u)

0.036 1100 1120 11310 1130 11010 1200
wavelength (nm)

Fig.3.22 CH overtone spectrum of nitromethane in the AV=3 region. The

positions marked (a) A, E component of l300> (b) A, E component of |210> (c)

A; component of I111>.
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Fig.3.23 CH overtone spectrum of nitromethane in the AV=4 region; a; represents

local-nonnal combination and a2 represents pure overtone.
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Fig.3.24 CH ovenone spectrum of nitromethane in the AV= 5 region; a. represents

local-norrnal combination and a2 represents pure ovenone.
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Fig.3.25 Birge-Sponer plot for CH overtones in nitromethane.

The general form of the C3v coupled oscillator Hamiltonian is

(H-Eo)w" = (v1+v2+v3) — (v,2+v22+v32+ v,+v2+v3) x +

7(pnp2 +p:ps+p2p3)+¢(q1q2+ q.qa+q2q3) (1)
Here on and o)x are frequency and anharmonicity, respectively, of the local

CH oscillator, E0 is the energy of the ground state and V1, V2 and V3 are the

quantum numbers of the three oscillators. The parameter 7 characterizes the

kinetic energy coupling between different CH oscillators and 4), the corresponding

potential energy coupling. pi and q; of equation (1) are normalized momentum and

coordinate variables, respectively and are conveniently expressed in terms of

creation air and annihilation a operators.in = a*-a (2)q = a*+a (3)
The Hamiltonian is diagonalised within a symmetrized local mode basis. For

constructing the C3v local mode Hamiltonian we require harmonic frequency 0),

anharmonicity cox and effective coupling parameter co)/= w(y-¢) for inter oscillator

kinetic and potential coupling. Using the observed pure local mode transition
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energies, the parameter on and cox for CH bonds are obtained fi'om the Birge

Sponer relation

AEv._o = u)V- mx (v2+v) (4)
The parameter (y-cb) is related to the energy difference between the

fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric CH stretching transitions through the

relation, 3co(y-¢) = E ( ll00>E) - E ( llOO>A,). The matrix forms ofthe Hamiltonian

were already given in chapterl. With the observed fundamental CH stretching

transitions 3050 and 2968 cm” [27], we get 3o3(y-dp) = 82 cm" The local mode

frequency of the fimdamental CH stretching transition is 2/3E( il00>E) +

1/3E( i100>A1) = 3023 cm'1 The values of the fundamental CH stretching

transitions can be predicted from the relation, E ( llO0>A.) = 03-2cox-2(y-¢)(o and E

(|l00>E) = 0)-203x +(y-¢)co. The local mode parameters obtained by fitting Ll1e

peak positions of the second, third, and fourth overtone bands (Table 3.3) in a

Birge-Sponer plot are (o=3143.28 cm", (ox = -58.12 cm" with least square relation

= -0.99999. These local mode parameters predict the local mode frequency of the

fundamental CH stretching transition as 3027 cm" and the frequency of the

fundamental CH stretching transition as E ( llOO>E) = 3054 cm" and E ( l100>,,,)

= 2972 cm” These values agree well with the values cited earlier.

All the parameters governing the matrix elements of the effective

Hamiltonian for the different manifolds are now available, the diagonalization of

which predicts the values of the pure overtone and local-local combination

positions. The calculated and observed peak positions are given in Table 3.4. The

values of peak positions of the observed bands in the region AV=2 agree with

those reported in ref. [28].

As can be seen from the results, the peak observed in the first overtone

region at 5881 cm" correspond to the transition to l200>A, state which agrees uith

the calculated of 5885 cm" The peak at 5964 cm"! corresponds to the transition to

l200>E state has the calculated value of 5928 cm" The isolated peak observed at

6050 cm" correspond to transition l1l0>M state and its high energy shoulder at

6098 cm" correspond to transition to |ll0>E state. They have the calculated

values of6052 cm" and 6091 cm" respectively. The peaks observed in the second
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overtone region at 8732 cm’] correspond to pure overtone where calculated A, and

E components are expected to merge to common values. The corresponding

I Out of the various symmetrycalculated values are 8704 cm" and 8714 cm"

Components of the l210> local-local combination state, only one component

l2lO>A, is experimentally observed, which has transition energy of 8887 cm"

The calculated transition energy value for this component is 8872 cm‘1 The

observed and calculated transition energy values of corresponding to l1ll>A, state

are 9130 cm" and 9118 cm" respectively. The overall agreement in the present

work between observed and calculated peak positions are similar to that reported

for liquid phase neopentane [22].

As explained earlier, a doublet structure is observed for the bands in the 3”

and 4"‘ overtone regions. We propose that the peaks appealing along with the pure

overtone peaks as due to the excitation of stretch-bend local—nonnal combination

states. Such combination states, when becomes accidentally degenerate (Fermi

resonance) with pure overtone states, can play important role in the relaxation of

local mode states [29].

Extensive studies reported in substituted benzenes have shown that an

electron withdrawing substituent causes an increase while an electron donating

substituent causes a decrease in aryl CH mechanical frequency value [l6,l7,30].

Similar effect can be seen in alkyl CH local modes also. The mechanical

frequency of alkyl CH of nitromethane is greater than (~l 12 cm") that of

neopentane [22]. Since njtro group is a strong electron withdrawing substituent, it

causes a decrease in the electron density of alkyl CH that results in an increase in

the alkyl CH mechanical frequency value.

In conclusion, the near infrared CH vibrational overtone spectrum of liquid

phase nitromethane is analyzed using the local mode picture. This approach uses a

Cgv coupled oscillator Hamiltonian to predict the transition energies of pure CH

local mode and local—local combination states of the methyl group. It is found that

the observed transition energies generally agree with the calculated values.
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Table 3.3: Observed overtone transition energies (cm"), mechanical frequency X.

(cm'l), and anharmonicity X2 of alkyl CH in nitromethane. The least square

correlation coefficient (y ) is also given.

Nitromethane AV=3 AV=4 AV=5 X1 X2 7

AlkylCH 8732.1 11412 13972 3143.3 -58.1 —.99999



Table 3.4: Calculated and observed transition energies (cm") of pure local mode

overtone and local—local combinations in nitromethane. All figures are rounded to

nearest integers.

Upper state Calculated Observed

i]O07Al 2972 2968l100>E 3054 3050
l200>A. 5885 5881b0o>E 5928 5964l110>A. 6052 6050l110>E 6091 6098
|300>A. 8704 8732b00>E 8714 ii
l210>A1 8872|210>E 8928 8887i2l0>E 9021
l210>A2 9047h11>A, 9118 9130
M00>A, 11391 }_ 11412M00>E 11393
l310>E 11740 11723
l500>ALE 13972 13972

The energy of l500> state is calculated using B-S relation
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CHAPTER IV

PULSED LIF AND RAMAN STUDIES OF SOME ORGANIC

MOLECULES

4.1 Introduction

For studying details of molecular energy levels and structural aspects, both

fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy have become effective spectroscopic tools.

Fluorescence results when an atomic/molecular system is excited into an upper

state by absorption of energy quantum and then decaying back to a lower state in a

time less then lO'5s. Raman scattering results when light from a monochromatic

source is allowed to scatter from a solid or collection of molecules. The

technological advances in lasers provided all the areas of spectroscopy with ideal

light sources satisfying the requirements for each in tenns of monochromaticity,

tunability, directionality, coherence properties, irradiance and spectral coverage.

In the laser era, both laser induced fluorescence (LIF) and Raman spectroscopy

have become standard tools for studying molecules and also found widespread

diagnostic and analytical applications [1-8]. Both the above areas are provided

with more advantages by the use of pulsed lasers. With small values of temporal

pulsed duration (microseconds to femtoseconds) pulsed laser output generally

possesses high peak powers (ratio of pulse energy to pulse duration). While the

short duration laser pulses find important applications in time resolved studies of

different molecular processes [8], the high peak powers govem the intensities of

single shot fluorescence and Raman spectra [9-11]

This chapter gives the details of experimental arrangement for recording

the pulsed LIF and Raman spectra of some organic compounds, the spectral

assignments of the observed LIF spectra of liquid phase N,N diethyl aniline and

thin film of polymerized o-chloroaniline and the spectral assignments of the

observed Raman spectra of liquid phase nitromethane, 0-chlorophenol, p
chlorotoluene and m-toluidine.
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4.2 Fluorescence

Fluorescence results from a quantum mechanical interaction between

electromagnetic radiation and bound atomic/molecular electrons. A photon

colliding with a molecule (atom) will either be absorbed or scattered. The

probability of absorption is greatest when the quantum energy of this photon

matches with one of the atom's excitation energy gaps, provided the transition is

spectroscopically allowed. If the photon is absorbed, the molecule is electronically

excited where it is unstable. If the molecule is relatively isolated, as in a low

pressure gas, this additional energy is dissipated by the emission of another

photon of the same frequency in a random direction. In denser gases, liquids and

solids, however, the energy is dissipated by intermolecular collisions, resulting in

the emission of a band of photon frequencies. If these photons have frequencies

within the visible spectrum, the material will appear to glow. If this energy decay

occurs rapidly (within around10'7s), the process is termed fluorescence; otherwise,

for slower decay, the transition is called phosphorescence [4,l2,l3}

The special characteristics of laser output high power density,

monochromaticity, directionality and the possibility of selecting suitable sources

as per wavelength and /or power requirements make them ideal excitation sources

for fluorescence emission. In laser-induced fluorescence (LIP), a sample absorbs

electromagnetic radiation from a laser and some of its molecules are excited to

higher energy levels. Fluorescence is emitted at wavelengths longer than the

exciting radiation. Both the absorbed and emitted wavelengths are characteristic

of a given molecule. Because the emitted wavelength is different from the exciting

wavelength, fluorescence detection is possible under very low-level optical

background and hence is very sensitive compared to absorption measurements. In

some cases LIF sensitivities approach the level of detection of a single atom or

molecule [8]. LIF is established to be a useful technique to study the electronic

structure of molecules and to make quantitative measurements of analyte

concentrations. Analytical applications include monitoring gas-phase
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concentrations in the atmosphere, flames, and plasmas; and remote sensing using

light detection and ranging (LIDAR).

4.2.1 Fluorescence properties of aliphatic compounds

Very few aliphatic and saturated cyclic organic compounds fluoresce or

phosphoresce. All electrons in aliphatic compounds are either very tightly bound

or are involved in sigma bonding. Thus, absorption of ultraviolet energy by a

saturated molecule usually results, directly or indirectly, in bond disassociation,

because of both the high energies (> 50,000 cm'1) required for excitation and the

fact that the electron, which is to be excited, is usually strongly involved in

bonding. Clearly, excitation energy dissipated via scission of chemical bonds

carmot reappear as fluorescence, with the result that fluorescence; quantum yields

of saturated organic compounds are usually zero. The only important exceptions

to that statement are aliphatic aldehydes and ketones, in which the non-bonding

electrons on the carbonyl oxygen can be excited to antibonding -C=0 1: orbitals

without severe disruption of molecular binding [8].

4.2.2 Fluorescence properties of aromatic compounds

Analytically useful photoluminescence is restricted to compounds

possessing large conjugated systems, in which 112 electrons, which are less strongly

bound within the molecule than sigma electrons, can be promoted to 1t*anti

bonding orbitals by the absorption of electromagnetic radiation of fairly low

energy without extensive disruption of bonding. In liquid solution, most

unsubstituted aromatic hydrocarbons exhibit rather intense fluorescence in the

ultraviolet or visible, with fluorescence energies decreasing, often with increasing

fluorescence yield, as the length of the conjugated system is increased.
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Fig. 4.1 Energy level diagram for fluorescence

From most aromatic hydrocarbons fluorescence is observed usually with

comparable yields, signifying that S1'—+ T1‘ intersystem crossing proceeds with a

rate constant not greatly different from that for fluorescence. For particular

aromatic hydrocarbons in which So—>S1' absorption is forbidden, for symmetry

(eg. benzene) or other reasons, with a correspondingly long fluorescence lifetime,

phosphorescence yields are likely to be appreciably larger than those for

fluorescence. It has been demonstrated that direct coupling between singlet and

triplet (1t,7r*)states in aromatic hydrocarbons is relatively weak, hence the actual

spin-orbit coupling mechanism responsible for phosphorescence of aromatic

hydrocarbons most probably involves mixing of (1t,1t*)singlets with (1t,o'*)triplets,

and vice versa [13]. It is generally found that the most intensely fluorescent

aromatic molecules are characterized by rigid, planar structures. The principal

effect of increasing molecular rigidity is to decrease vibrational amplitudes, which

in turn usually reduces the efficiency of intersystem crossing and internal

conversion that complete with fluorescence [14]. Molecules consisting of more

than one aromatic ring system separated by alkyl chains or carbon-carbon single

bonds frequently exhibit unusual fluorescence spectra [13]. In simple cases,
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however, the fluorescence spectrum may resemble that of two or more essentially

non interacting aromatic compounds [15,16]. A number of aromatic compounds,

which consist of two aryl groups separated by alkene chains, can exhibit cis-trans

isomerism. The cis isomers are generally non-fluorescent, while the trans species

exhibit rather intense fluorescence, as in the particular case of stilbene.

Presumably cis-stilbene is rendered nonplanar by steric interference of the ortho

hydrogens of the two aromatic rings. Occasionally, both cis- and trans-isomers

may fluoresce, but with different energy distributions and efficiencies, as in the

case of 2-vinylanthracene [17].

Fluorescence yields and energies of aromatic hydrocarbons are usually

altered by ring substitution. Substituent effects upon the chemical and physical

properties of organic molecules in their ground electronic states remain a lively

area of investigation, and very much less are known about the influence of

substituents upon the behavior of excited states. In order to predict the effect of

substituents upon fluorescence spectra, some information concerning substituent

effects on the chemical behavior of excited states is required. One useful approach

to this problem has been the measurement of Lewis or Bronsted acidities of

electronically excited molecules [18, 19]. A number of investigations of excited

state protolytic dissociation of substituted phenols have been reported [20-22]; the

results demonstrate that conjugation between substituents and aromatic 1t —clouds

is very significantly enhanced by electronic excitation. Significant conjugation

involving unoccupied orbitals in substituents appears to be a rather general

phenomenon in excited states of substituted benzenes. For example, excited-state

protolyses of phenols with a number of sulfur-containing substituents have been

examined [22]. Fluorescence energies are much more sensitive to substituent

effects than are those for phosphorescence.

A number of fairly reliable generalizations can be stated concerning

substituent effects upon luminescence intensities of aromatics. Substituents that

act as conjugative electron donors often increase the total luminescence yield of

an aromatic system, with the larger effect being noted in the fluorescence

spectrum. The conjugation between substituents and aromatic 1:-clouds is



enhanced to a greater extent in the first excited singlet than in the lowest triplet. It

is likely that the principal effect of a conjugative electron-donating substituent is

simply to increase radiative transition probabilities, in either direction, between So

and S1‘ so that the emission competes more effectively with radiationless

deactivation. Strongly electron- donating substituents frequently diminish overall

emission yields, and it is likely that at least part of that substituent effect also

results from a change in the probability of So<—> S1. radiative transitions [13].

Most strongly electron accepting substituents, however, produce much larger

decreases in fluorescence yields than one would predict on that basis. For

example, one of the most powerful electron-withdrawing substituents is -N02,

which, when present in an aromatic system, commonly produces complete

quenching of fluorescence unless the lowest excited singlet can be populated by

absorption of relatively low-energy radiation [13].

Various structural and other factors affect the fluorescence and

phosphorescence emission in organic molecules. They are well documented in

literature [4,l2].

4.3 LIF in molecular structural studies — some recent works

Laser Induced fluorescence is an important technique that is applied in

radical detection. LIF was used for the detection of SiH2 radicals in an a-Si:H

deposition plasma [23]. The fluorescence emission from N03 was excited by

different laser wavelengths. The LIF spectrum exhibits vibrational coarse structure

involving fundamentals, overtones and combinations of five vibrational modes of

the radical [24]. Hertl et al [25] have reported the LIF detection and kinetics of

Sill; radical in Ar/H2/SiH4 radio frequency discharges and Misra et al [26] have

reported LEF spectroscopy of the jet-cooled methyl thio radical (CH3S)

LIF technique using excitation in the A-X and D-X electronic systems

have proven to be a reliable technique for two dimensional imaging of nitric oxide

(NO) concentrations in practical combustion systems [27]. The principles of LIF

using tunable lasers, the calibration of optical systems and the application of LIF
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in diagnosing high temperature plasmas were reviewed by Muraoka et al [4].

Harrington et al [28] have reported LIF measurements of formaldehyde in a

methane/air diffusion flame. This is an important optical measurement in flames

of naturally occurring formaldehyde as an important intermediate in the oxidation

of hydrocarbons. Klein-Douwel et al. [29] carried out LIF studies of formaldehyde

hot bands in flames. The detection of formaldehyde in flames by use of excitation

at one of the higher K sub band heads of the A-X4.° band was shown to provide

an efficient method of imaging this important intermediate while reducing

temperature bias in the measurement over a wide range.

Santos et al [30] reported the molecular structures and vibrations of m

methyl aniline in the So and S1 states studied by laser induced fluorescence

spectroscopy and ab z'nitio calculations. They studied the UV fluorescence

excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra of jet cooled m-methyl aniline for

the S1._So transition, leading to the observation of some new bands. The main

spectral bands were assigned by comparison with those of other relevant

substituted benzenes. This study established the spectral evidence for the internal

rotation of the methyl group in the electronic ground and excited states of the

molecule. Lee et al. [31] reported the LIF excitation spectra of jet-cooled 4-(9

anthryl) aniline where two weakly coupled electronic states were shown to exist.

Kirby et al [32] reported the planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF)

imaging of CO using vibrational (IR) transitions. They demonstrated a new

imaging diagnostic method suitable for measurements of infrared active

molecules, namely infrared planar laser induced fluorescence (IRPLIF), in which

a tunable infrared source is used to excite vibrational transitions in molecules and

vibrational fluorescence is collected by an infrared camera. These workers also

reported the application of vibrational (Infrared) planar laser induced fluorescence

(PLIF) imaging technique for imaging CO2 molecules where a simple,

inexpensive, high pulse energy transversely excited atmospheric C0; laser was

use to saturate the CO2 absorption transition at 10.6 um.

Saarinen et al used LIF method to investigate collision-induced processes

in the hydrogen stretching vibrational overtone region of the ground electronic

state of acetylene. They studied the collision induced vibration — rotation
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fluorescence spectra and rovibrational symmetry changes in acetylene, leading to

the deduction of spectroscopic information about symmetric states, which are not

reachable by one photon absorption from the ground vibrational state. LIF method

has been used to study the highly excited vibrational overtones in acetylene.

Jungner et al. [33] reported the laser-induced vibration — rotation fluorescence due

to infrared forbidden transitions from overtone levels in acetylene. The laser

induced dispersed fluorescence experiment offers new possibilities when applied

to vibration — rotation states within ground electronic states; this helps in probing

new states in symmetrical molecules that are not accessible by one photon

absorption spectroscopy [34].

Hayashi et al. [35] used LIF spectroscopy as an in situ diagnostic for

phenol and intermediate products in an aqueous solution degraded by corona

discharges. They established the applicability of LIF spectroscopy for monitoring

phenol concentration during degradation. Pepper et al. [36] reported the in situ
measurements of subsurface contaminants with a multi-channel LIF system. Chen

et al. [37] reported the temporal, spectral and intensity dependant properties of the

two photon induced fluorescence emission from phycoerythrin excited by a 1.06

pm laser beam.

4.4 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is established to be a useful technique for molecular

structural studies and for the identification of a wide range of substances — solids,

liquids and gases. It is a straightforward, non-destructive technique requiring no

sample preparation. Basically Raman spectroscopy involves illuminating a sample

with monochromatic light and using a spectrometer to examine light scattered by

the sample.

At the molecular level, photons can interact with matter by absorption or

scattering processes. Scattering may occur either elastically or inelastically. The

elastic process is called Rayleigh scattering, whilst the inelastic process is termed

Raman scattering. The electric field component of the scattering photon perturbs

the electron cloud of the molecule and may be regarded as exciting the system to a
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virtual state. Raman scattering occurs when the system exchanges energy with the

photon and the system subsequently decays to vibrational energy levels above or

below that of the initial state. A simplified energy diagram (Fig 4.2) that illustrates

these concepts is shown below. A mode of vibration of a molecule is Raman

active if a change in polarizability occurs during that mode of vibration. The

frequency shift corresponding to the energy difference between the incident and

scattered photon is equal to the frequency of the corresponding mode of vibration,

and is termed as the Raman shifi. Depending on whether the system has lost or

gained vibrational energy, the Raman shift occurs either as an up or down shift for

the frequency of the scattered photon relative to that of the incident photon. The

energy of the scattered radiation is less than the incident radiation for the Stokes

lines and the energy of the scattered radiation is more than the incident radiation

for the anti-Stokes lines. A plot of detected number of photons versus Raman shifi

fiom the incident laser energy represents a Raman spectrum. As stated earlier, the

wave number values of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines give a direct measure of

the vibrational energies of the molecule. The ratio of the intensity of the Raman

anti-Stokes and Stokes lines is predicted to be

-hutch

_Ii:( v:'+vvz'b)-set 1:1‘ I
I5 v1'_vv:‘b

(1)

The Boltzmann exponential factor is the dominant term in equation (1),

which makes the anti-Stokes features of the spectra much weaker than the

corresponding Stokes lines. Infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy are

complementary techniques, because the selection rules are different. For example,

homonuclear diatomic molecules do not show an infrared absorption spectrum,

since they have no dipole moment, but do show a Raman spectrum, since the

stretching and contraction of the bond changes the interactions between electrons

and nuclei, thereby changing the molecular polarizability. For polyatomic
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molecules possessing a center of inversion symmetry (like benzene, carbon

dioxide etc.), it is observed that the modes that are active in the IR spectrum are

not active in the Raman spectrum and vice-versa. This is called the rule of mutual

exclusion. In molecules with little or no symmetry, modes are likely to be active

in both infrared and Raman spectroscopy. Different materials have different

vibrational modes, and hence exhibit their characteristic Raman spectra. This

makes Raman spectroscopy a useful tool for material identification.

Virtual stateA A 4‘ ‘I
Stokes Rayleigh Ami Stokes

V ibrati onal

7 levelsV Y 7
Ground electronic state

Fi g. 4.2 Schematic representation of the quantum transitions in Raman effect.

Both infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy deal with the measurement

of the vibrational energies of molecules, but the mechanisms of the activities are

different. For a vibrational motion to be IR active, the dipole moment of the

molecule must change, For a vibration to be Raman active, the polarizability of

the molecule must change with the vibrational motion. Thus, Raman spectroscopy

complements IR spectroscopy. Experimentally, one measures the Stokes lines,

rather than the antiStokes lines, in a Raman spectrum. Unlike infrared absorption,

Raman scattering is a low probability process; typically the Stokes lines are ~l05

times weaker than the Rayleigh scattered component. Hence an excitation source

with high irradiance is always preferable. Also, for measuring even the very small

wavenumber (a few cm") difference between the excitation and the Stokes lines,
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the excitation source should also be highly monochromatic. In modern Raman

spectrometers, lasers are used as the excitation source due to their high

monochromaticity and high irradiances.

4.5 Laser Raman Spectroscopy in molecular structural studies —
some recent works

Raman spectroscopy is a companion technique to infrared spectroscopy, is

capable of giving detailed information about molecular structure and quantitative

analysis. Brame Jr. et al [38] and Nakanishi et al [39] reported the laser Raman

spectra and their assignments of a large number of organic and inorganic

molecules and. Philips et al [40] reported high ovettone resonance Raman spectra

of photodissociating nitromethane vapour and solutions in cyclohexane,

acetonitrile and water solvents at energies up to 15000 cm" (which is the lowest

dissociation limit) under excitation by laser wavelengths 218 and 200 nm. The

Raman spectrum of vapor phase pyridine was reported by Klots [41]. He proposed

assignment modifications for the pyridine fundamentals, based on the first time

Raman vapor spectral measurements and a more complete set of infrared and

Raman spectra for the gas and liquid phases. Raman polarization measurements

were newly given for some 70 lines between 1600 and 3000 cm" Bermejo et al

[42] recorded the Raman spectra of the Q branches of the hot bands associated

with the v2 stretching fundamental of “CD2 using inverse Raman spectroscopy

with an instrumental resolution of about 3x10'3cm". Anand et al [43]] used a fiber

optic Raman spectrometer for in-situ measurement of percentage of methanol by

volume in methanol-gasoline mixture.

Town et al [44] carried out the theoretical vibrational studies and reported

the Raman spectrum of 4-fluoroaniline. Nair et al. [45] reported the microwave

and laser Raman spectra of 0-chlorotoluene. The Raman spectra exhibited some

new lines corresponding to the low lying vibrational modes and a torsional state of

methyl group in this molecule. Kolev et al [46] studied the vibrational spectra and

structure of benzophenone and its 130 and dlo labeled derivatives. They carried
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out the vibrational analysis using ab initio molecular orbital (MO) calculations

and experimental study on the infrared and Raman spectra. The Raman spectrum

of gaseous l3C2H2 recorded with CCD camera detection was reported by Becucci

et al. [47]. They obtained the vibration —— rotation bands of fundamentals,

overtones and combinations in acetylene. Some lines of the Q branch of 12C” CH;

were also detected. Edwards et al. [48] carried out a vibrational Raman

spectroscopic study of scytonemin. The high resolution Raman study of phonon

and vibron bandwidths in isotopically pure and natural benzene crystal was

reported by Pinan et al. [49]

Raman spectroscopy has become a preferred technique for online

monitoring of dispersion polymerization. McCaffery et al [50] reported a low cost

low resolution Raman spectrometer for online monitoring of mini emulsion

polymerization. The Raman spectra of polypyrrole and polyaniline were reported

by Beleze et al [51] who used the spectra for material characterization. The

structural analysis of poly (0-toluidine) using Raman spectra was reported by

A.Buzarovska et al [52]. Da Silva et al [53] studied the redox behavior of cross

linked polyaniline films by in-situ Raman spectra.

4.6 The present experimental setup

This section described the details of the experimental setup used for

recording the fluorescence emission spectra and Raman spectra of the organic

compounds. This outlines the experimental configuration, components of the

apparatus and the various experimental considerations that are to taken into
account.

In the present experiment, we used the most common geometry of the

perpendicular configuration. In this configuration, the sample is excited with the

laser beam and the emissions are collected using a monochromator — detector

assembly at a 900 angle. High purity samples (Extra pure AR grade, 99.9 % from

Sisco Research Laboratories, India) are used for the present experiments. The

second harmonic emission of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm (6ns) is used

as the laser source. An average output power of 500 mW was found to be suitable
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for significant fluorescence emission in the region 550 nm - 700 nm from many of

the organic compounds The Q-switched output from the Nd:YAG laser (Spectra

Physics, DCR 150) is allowed to fall on the liquid samples taken in a quartz

cuvette. The quartz cuvette containing the liquid samples is kept in a sample

compartment to isolate it from ambient light. The sample compartment can be

attached to the entrance slit of the monochromator — detector assembly. A cutoff

filter at 532 nm is used to prevent the scattered laser beam from the sample cell.

The emitted radiations are allowed to fall on a grating monochromator (TRLAX

320) through an entrance slit and the wavelength of emissions separated are

allowed to fall on CCD (Spectrum-One from ISA Jobin Yuon-Spex Instruments

Inc.) through an exit slit. The Monochromator — CCD system is interfaced to a

PC using GPIB DAQ from N1 and the program used is Spectra Max for Windows

version 3.0. The block diagram and the photographs of the experimental

arrangement are shown in fig 4.3

SAMPLE
HOLDER

CCD

MONOCHROMATO
R

COMPUTER

F ig.4.3 The block diagram of the experimental setup used for LIF and

laser Raman studies.
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4.7 Experimental considerations

The LIF spectra are obtained by exciting the sample by second harmonic

out of the Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm and the emissions from the

samples are recorded using the monochromator — detector assembly. There are

several experimental factors to be taken care of before recording the spectra. First

of all, the output of the laser is to be kept stable. For that as a first step the flash

lamp alone is switched on and the lasing rod is pumped for 15 — 20 minutes for

thermal stability and then the laser is allowed to operate in the microsecond pulse

mode (non-Q-switched mode) for another 15 minutes for the beam and the laser

power to become stable. Then after making the flashing rate a minimum energy,

the laser is switched over to the Q-switched mode in which we get nanosecond

pulses with very high peak power. The laser beam is allowed to fall on the sample

quartz cuvette kept in the sample compartment. Special care is taken to avoid back

reflection of the laser beam to the laser cavity. The position of the quartz cuvette

is slightly adjusted to ensure that the reflected beam from the cell or direct

scattering beam does not fall on the entrance slit of the monochromator. A

reference spectrum recorded to check the presence of any stray light emissions or

flash lamp lines. The calibration is done by recording the laser line and by

recording the known emission lines of a neon lamp or mercury lamp. Once the

calibrations are done and the setup is aligned properly, it is ready for the spectral

measurements.

The power of the laser beam exciting the sample is kept at the required

level and the emission spectra are recorded at a longer wavelength region with

respect to the excitation wavelength. The region containing the excitation line is

excluded to avoid saturation of the detector in which case the weak emission

peaks carmot be detected. Then the higher wavelength region is scanned for a

wavelength range of 60 nm with a central wavelength by keeping entrance slit

width of the order of 0.05 mm and the exit slit width the minimum of 0.001mm.

Once the emission peak is obtained, the laser power is varied to check the

variation of the peak emission strength of the peak with change in the exciting

power. Then the integration time is adjusted to a moderate value and the width of
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the exit slit is adjusted to a minimum value possible such that the fluorescence

peak is very prominent with maximum spectral resolution. The laser power,

entrance slit width, exit slit width and integration time are kept constant then and

the emission spectrum is recorded in other regions of higher wavelength also. The

soflware used have all the options to set the central wavelength, number of

accumulations, integration time, cosmic removal, integration time, entrance and

exit slit width, data file name etc. The data file can be exported as Microsoft excel

data and the spectra can be plotted using the software Microcal Origin 5.

4.8 Preparation of the polymer thin film of 0-chloroaniline

A polymer is a large molecule build up by the repetition of small simple

chemical units. The individual molecule that repeats to constitute a polymer is

called a monomer and the process by which the monomer units are linked to form

the molecule is called polymerization. There are different methods for the

preparation of polymer films. We have used the plasma polymerization method

for preparing polymer films of o-chloroaniline. This method is considered to be

much superior to other methods due to its simplicity, industrial importance, high

efficiency, pinhole free nature of the films etc.

Plasma polymerization refers to the formation of polymeric materials

under the influence of plasma (partially ionized gas). The basic principle involved

in all plasma polymerization process is that the free radicals are formed in the

system; they then recombine among themselves to form polymeric chain. Here the

polymerization takes place under the influence of discharge. The creation and

maintenance of plasma necessitate an electric discharge under moderate vacuum

conditions. The main source for fragmentation of monomer in plasma is the action

of electrons. Therefore, the energy level of electrons may be closely related to the

polymer forming process in plasma polymerization. In this method, the

polymerization occurs with the help of plasma energy, which involves activated

electrons, ions and radicals. The details of our plasma polymerization setup and

the method ofpreparation of polymer films are described elsewhere [54]



4.9 Laser induced fluorescence spectrum of N,N diethylaniline

and polymerized o-chloroanline.

The LIF spectra obtained for liquid phase N,N diethylaniline and

polymerized o-chloroaniline are given in figures 4.4 and 4.5. Almost all

fluorescent systems that are useful for analysis are complex organic compounds

containing one or more aromatic functional groups. The absorption process that

leads to the most intense fluorescence in these compounds generally involves a
7:—> 7t* transition, although n—> 7r* and 1t—> 0* transitions may also occur [12].

The n—> 1r* transition is always less intense because the electrons in the n—orbital

are situated perpendicular to the plane of TE bond (and hence to the plane of the 1r*

orbital) and consequently the probability of the jump of an electron from n to 1t"‘

orbital is very low and in fact zero according to symmetry selection rules.

However vibrations of atoms bring about an overlap between the perpendicular

planes and so n—> 11* transition does occur, but only to a limited extent.

16000

14000

Intensity (a u)

§ § 3

6000

| 1 I I I u I u I I 1 I l II - ' I ' I ' I ' ‘
550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 630 64-0 650 660 670

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 4.4 Laser induced fluorescence emission spectrum of N, N diethylaniline

excited by 532 nm
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Fig.4.5 Laser induced fluorescence emission spectrum of polymerized

o-chloroaniline excited by 532 nm.

As already stated earlier, the fluorescence in organic compounds generally

occurs in visible region due to 1t, 7t* or n, 1r* excitation transitions. A broad

fluorescent band with some sharp peaks are observed in N,N diethylaniline and

the fluorescence emission in this compound is centred at 618 nm. The sharp peaks

are vibrational Raman lines [55]. Since the fluorescent band is intense, the

emission is assigned as due to 1:, 1t* excitation transition. The fluorescence

emission in o-chloroaniline polymer is intense and centred at 625 nm. This

emission also is assigned as due to TE, 1t* transition.

4.10 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of p-chlorotoluene,
nitromethane, o-chlorophenol and m-toluidine

The pulsed laser Raman spectra of extra pure liquid phase p-chlorotoluene,

nitromethane, o-chlorophenol and m-toluidine are recorded using the same.

Nd:YAG laser, monochromator and CCD set up used for LIF studies. High purity

sample in liquid phase is used for the experiments. The perpendicular
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configuration is used for the experiment such that the laser beam falls normally on

the sample and the monochromator and CCD is kept perpendicular to the beam

direction. The Rayleigh scattered line is also recorded. The Stoke’s lines of the

spectra are recorded in higher wavelength region of the Rayleigh line. The data

can be obtained in ASCII or Microsoft excel (*.xls) format. The Raman shift

from the Rayleigh line is plotted. The experimental set up is calibrated by

recording the laser Raman spectra of CC14 and CS2. The reported Raman peaks are

obtained for both the compounds.
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4.10.1 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of p-chlorotoluene
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Fig.4.6 pulsed Raman spectrum of p-chlorotoluene in the range 200 — 2000 cm"4000 §3300 - °°- C33500 — g3400 - 33200 - 3
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Fig.4.7 pulsed Raman spectrum of p-chlorotoluene in the range 2000 - 3600 cm'1
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Observed Raman shifts for p-chlorotoluene and their assignments

Raman shift in cm" Assignments

306 overtone of ring torsion
378 C-Cl i.p bending
634 C-Cl stretching
794 ring deformation
873 o.p SCH
1015 trigonal ring breathing
1090 i.p SCH
1 175 i.p 5CH; characteristic of p-substitution
1210 i.p 8CH
1383 65 (CH3)
1453 5as(CH3)
1602 Aromatic ring
1658 Aromatic ring
2552 combination
2740 vs (CH3)
2930 vas (CH3)
3069 v (CH) Aromatic

In p-chlorotoluene, the aromatic CH stretch (3069 cm") and aliphatic CH

stretch (2930 and 2740 cm") are observed. The aromatic ring characteristic peaks

appeared 1602 cm" and 1658 cm", are characteristic of phenyl ring and the peak at

1015 cm" represents the trigonal ring breathing mode. The aromatic ring peaks of in

plane CH bending frequencies are observed at 1090 cm], 1175 cm'] and 1210 cm‘

[39]. This includes the characteristic orthosubstituted aromatic peak also. The

symmetric bending mode of methyl group occurs at 1383 cm" Ring deformation is

observed at 794 cm" and out of plane CH bending is observed at 873 cm" The peak

appearing at 634 cm']is due to C-Cl stretching. The C-Cl in plane bending is observed

at 378 cm" [45]. The peak at 306 cm'1 is the overtone of ring torsion. Hence the
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Raman peaks for the ring peaks due to the substituents are observed. The observed

peaks are well assigned.

4.10.2 Pulsed Raman spectrum of nitromethane
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F ig.4.8 pulsed Raman spectrum of nitromethane in the range 200 - 2500 cm"
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Fig.4.9 pulsed Raman spectrum of nitromethane in the range 2500 - 4000 cm"



Observed Raman shifts for Nitromethane and their assignments

Raman shifi in cm" Assignments
487 9 (N02)
660 55 (N02)
743

919 vs (CN)
1096 p (CH3)
1405 55 (CH3)
1556 v (N02)
1657 v (N02)
2953 v(CH3)
3043 v(CH3)
In pulsed Raman spectrum of nitromethane, the symmetric stretch of

(CH3) at 2953 cm'1 and 3033 cm" are observed. The peaks appearing at 1405 cm"

and 1096 cm" are the symmetric bending and rocking of (CH3) respectively. The

peak at 660 cm'1 is the (N02) symmetric bending and the peak at 487 cm" is the

(N02) rocking. The stretching vibrations of NO; are observed at 1657 cm" and

1556 cm’! The peak observed at 919 cm" is the CN symmetric stretching

vibration [56]. Thus the characteristic Raman peaks are observed and the observed

peaks are well assigned.
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4.10.3 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of o-chlorophenol
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Fig.4.10 laser Raman spectrum of o-chlorophenol in the range 200-2000 cm"
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Fig.4.11 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of o-chlorophenol in the range 2000-3600 cm'1



Observed Raman shifts for 0-chlorophenol and their assignments

Raman shifi in cm" Assignments

185

262 C-C o.p bending
376 C-Cl i.p bending
498 C-C-C i.p bending
557 characteristic of o-substituted aromatic ring
680 C-Cl stretch
873 ring CH deformation
1031 i.p SCH; characteristic of o-substitution.
1 159 i.p 5CH
1249 i.p SCH
1294 combination
1595 Aromatic ring
3061 Aromatic va5CH

In pulsed laser Raman spectrum of o-chlorophenol, the aromatic CH stretch

(3061 cm") is observed. The aromatic ring characteristic peak appeared at 1595 cm"

I is the characteristic of phenyl ring and 1031 cm" which is the characteristic of o

substitution [37]. Aromatic ring characteristic peaks with in plane CH bending

frequencies are observed at 1159 and 1249 cm'1 [39]. Ring CH deformation mode is

observed at 873 cm"and C-Cl stretch is observed at 680 cm'1 The peak at 557 cm']

is the characteristic of orthosubstituted ring compounds and the peak at 498 cm" is

the C-C-C in plane bending. The C-Cl in plane bending is observed at 367 cm'1 and

C-C out of plane bending is at 262 cm"! [45]. Raman peaks and peaks due to the

substituents are also observed. The observed peaks, including the low-lying

vibrational modes are well assigned.
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4.10.4 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of m-toluidine

Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of m-toluidine
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Fig.4.12 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum of m-toluidine in the range 100-2000 cm"
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Fig.4. 13 Pulsed laser Raman spectrum ofm-toluidine in the range 2000-3800 cm"



Observed Raman shifts for m—toluidine and their assignments

Raman shift in cm" Assignments

674 Ring deformation mode
743 Characteristic of m-substitution
875 o.p. .5 CH
998 Ring deformation
1302 C-N stretching
1382 i.p.5s(CH3)
1525

1611 NH; bending
2925 V35 (CH3)
3051 v (CH) Aromatic
3371 vs (NH)
3504 v (NH)
In pulsed laser Raman spectrum of m-toluidine, both the NH stretch (3504

cm") and aromatic CH stretch (3051 cm") are observed. The peak at 2925 cm" is

the methyl CH stretch and the peak at 1611 cm” is NH bending [39]. Methyl CH

in plane bending is observed at 1382 cm” and ring deformation at 998 cm" The

peak 1302 cm'lco1-responds to C-N stretching and 875 cm" corresponds to
I is characteristic of maromatic CH out of plane bending. The peak at 743 cm’

substitution and the peak at 674 cm” is ring deformation mode. Thus the

characteristic Raman peaks for substituted aromatic ring, methyl and chlorine

substituents are observed and well assigned.
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4.11 conclusions

The excitation of samples of N,N diethylaniline and polymerized 0

chloroaniline using Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm results in fluorescence

emission of these samples. The laser induced fluorescence spectra are assigned as

due to the excitation transitions 7:, 1t* in both the compounds. The excitation of

samples of p-chlorotoluene, nitromethane, 0-chlorophenol and m-toluidine

resulted in Raman spectra of these compounds. The observed pulsed laser Raman

spectra are properly assigned to the vibrational frequencies of these molecules.

Some low-lying vibrational modes are also observed and are well assigned. The

experiment demonstrates the advantages of pulsed laser-CCD system over

conventional setups, for convenient recording and study of fluorescence and

Raman spectra.
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CHAPTER 5

HIGH-RESOLUTION TDL AND CONVENTIONAL
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF 2-PROPANOL

IN THE NIR REGION

5.1 Tunable Diode laser Absorption Spectroscopy

The developments of tunable lasers and their use as light sources have

materially increased the sensitivity of all known methods of spectroscopy both for

atoms and molecules. High resolution absorption spectroscopy requires narrow

bandwidth excitation sources. Spectroscopic studies in the visible spectral region

typically use a tunable dye laser and studies in the near ultraviolet and near

infrared are becoming more common as frequency doubling and wave mixing

methods improve. Quite new methods have been developed like multistep

photoionization of atoms and molecules [1], intra cavity absorption [2] and

coherent antiStokes Raman scattering [3]. Better accuracy in the measurement of

frequency is achieved by eliminating the Doppler broadening of spectral lines

using non-linear spectroscopic techniques like saturation spectroscopy and

molecular beam spectroscopy [4-6].

A high resolution molecular spectrum denotes a well resolved rotational

structure of the fimdamental of ovenone vibrational band [7-9]. Mid infrared and

near infrared tunable diode lasers are widely used for high resolution vibrational

rotational spectroscopy [4]. The important characteristics of TDLS, which make

them so useful in molecular spectroscopy in the Doppler and sub-Doppler

domains, are the following. The output wavelength can be tuned over a wide

spectral range, and the output power can be modulated, by changing the operating

conditions, for example by changing temperature or bias current. They provide a

fairly monochromatic beam that guarantees high spectral resolution and high

sensitivity, with detection of absorbance as low as l0'6-lO'7 [10]. Typical line

widths of absorbing molecules at low pressures (S l torr) are 0.1 0.5 cm"

Therefore the use of diode lasers with emission line widths of 104-103. cm "I does



not distort the recorded spectrum; the line width is limited by the broadening

mechanism and not the laser source. The high spectral brightness and high spatial

coherence of Tunable Diode Lasers allow the use for long path length

measurements with high degree of spatial resolution.

Tunable diode laser absorption method is used to study the fine structures

in many molecules corresponding to interactions between different forms of

molecular motion (electronic, vibrational and rotational). With the recent

developments in near infrared tunable diode lasers, the high resolution

spectroscopic investigations could be extended to the NIR region also where the

overtone absorption bands of local mode X-H oscillators occur [11]. The NIR

diode lasers have become a valuable addition to the relatively very short list of

available NIR spectral sources.

This chapter describes the recording of near infrared TDL high-resolution

spectrum of the second overtone band of the —OH group in 2-propanol. The

observed high resolution spectrum shows features corresponding to the trans and

gauche conformations of the molecule. To our knowledge, this is the first

measurement of the high resolution TDL spectrum of OH overtone of this

molecule, leading to an accurate measurement of the frequency separation

between the OH band origins corresponding to the two isomers.

A local mode analysis of the methyl CH and OH overtone bands of liquid

phase 2-propanol is also included in this chapter.

5.2 High resolution overtone spectroscopy — some reported works

Vaittinen et al recorded the high resolution overtone spectrum of HZS

using intracavity laser absorption technique in the region 12270 — 12670 cm.‘

[12]. The rovibrational analysis provided upper state rotational parameters for the

three interacting vibrational states. A local mode type behavior is evidenced by

the values of the rotational parameters. Coheur et al [13] reported new water vapor

line parameters in the 26000 - l3000 cm"! region with a high resolution Fourier

transform spectrometer combined with a long path absorption cell. Naus et al.

reported the high resolution cavity ring down spectrum of water vapor in the range
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555 — 604 nm. Douketis et al [14] used photoacoustic spectroscopy in high

resolution vibrational overtone studies. The high resolution vibrational overtone

spectrum of H202 vapor between 740 and 760 nm is recorded under both bulk gas

and supersonic beam conditions. An absorption band corresponding to a AV = 4

O-H stretch is observed in this spectral region. Rotational analysis indicated that it

is a hybrid band with mainly parallel character. The spectral linewidths are found

to be Doppler limited in all cases.

Held et al [15] examined the first overtone N-H stretching region and the

fundamental C-H stretching region of gas phase pyrrole using high resolution

FTTR spectra. The first overtone N-H stretch has been rotationally analyzed using

an asymmetric top model and was found to exhibit two separate perturbations.

These perturbations produce line splitting and anomalous intensity patterns in the

spectrum. Luckhaus et al. [16] carried out a combined high resolution and

theoretical study of the rovibrational spectrum of hydroxylamine. They reported

the ro-vibrational spectrum of hydroxylamine (NH2OH) recorded by

interferometric Fourier transform spectroscopy with a resolution up to 0.004 cm"

close to the Doppler limit at room temperature from 800 cm"! up to the visible

range of the spectrum.

Zhan et al [17] studied the fifth and the seventh stretching vibrational

overtone bands of a mono-isotopic stannane sample recorded with Doppler limited

resolution using intracavity photoacoustic technique using a titanium: sapphire

ring laser, leading to the observation of rotational structure under local mode

behavior. High resolution infrared emission spectrum of sodium monofluoride

recorded with a high resolution Fourier transform spectrometer was reported by

Muntianu et al [18]. They observed and assigned a total of 1131 vibration —

rotation transitions from the V=l——> 0 to V= 9 —> 8 vibrational bands.

5.3 Earlier measurements of OH overtone spectra in alcohols

Phillips et al. [19] measured the intensity for several OH vibrational

overtone bands for vapor phase methanol, ethanol and isopropanol. Fang et al.

[20] measured the overtone absorption spectra of gaseous 1-propanol, 2-propanol



and tert— butyl alcohol using 1CL- PAS and FTIR spectroscopy. These workers

also studied the temperature dependence of vibrational overtones in gas phase

ethanol in the region 10150 — 19900 cm" measured by ICL-PAS technique. The

observations were interpreted in terms of contributions from different molecular

conformers. They found that the OH overtones are composed of two sub bands,

which are assigned as the transitions of two conformers of OH bond in the trans

or gauche position with respect to the methyl group. From the temperature

dependence of the OH overtone intensity, the enthalpy difference between the

conformers is determined to be 0.7 kcal/mole. Weibel et al. [21] reported the

experimental and ab i'm'rio investigations for the OH overtone vibration of ethanol.

They recorded the intracavity dye laser photoacoustic absorption spectra of

ethanol, ethanol (1, 1-dg) and ethanol (2, 2, 2-d3) in the region 16550 — 16700 cm‘

1, which contain the OH fourth overtone absorption bands. The distinct absorption

bands are assigned to the trans and gauche conformational isomers. Fang et al.

[22] studied the absorption spectra of gas phase methanol (10150 — 19900 cm‘)

and methanol —d (10150 — 17600 cm") recorded using intracavity dye laser

photoacoustic spectroscopy. The prominent features in the spectra were assigned

as OH, OD and CH overtones within the local mode model of loosely coupled

anharmonic vibrations. Relatively less intense peaks were assigned as

combinations involving an LM overtone and lower frequency motions in the

molecules. Eappen et al reported the well-resolved high resolution spectra of

methanol in the second OH overtone region [23].

5.4 The Tunable diode laser experimental set up

The main components of the tunable diode laser high resolution spectrometer are:

a. The near infrared tunable diode laser source

b. A neutral density beam splitter.

c. A multipass cell with a maximum path length of 36 m.

d. Photodetector that gives a balanced detection with logarithmic output.

e. Vacuum system for evacuation of the multipass cell, and to work at the

required sample pressure.
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5.4.1 Tunable Diode Laser

The tunable source used is a commercially available external cavity

tunable diode laser (New focus, Model 6320). The diode laser is tunable in the

wavelength range 936-976 nm with tunability of the order of 0.01 nm in single

mode. The line width of the laser is < 300khz when operated in single longitudinal

mode.

5.4.2 Beam splitter

A beam splitter ( neutral density filter) with varying ratios splits the beam

into two — one is the reflected beam and the other is the transmitted beam through

neutral density filter. The reflected beam is used as the reference beam and the

transmitted beam as the signal in the experimental set up.

5.4.3 Multipass cell

The main parts of the multipass cell (New Focus Inc Model 5611) are;

base plate, glass tube, two housings and two mirrors. The base plate is a piece of

anodized aluminum with three slots for mounting on optical tables. The glass tube

is made of borosilicate glass and the tube is sealed to the housings with an O-ring

that is held in place by an anodized aluminum O-ring retainer. The two housings

are made of nickel-coated aluminum aside from the aluminum mirrors and the

housings; the remaining metal parts inside the cell are made of stainless steel.

There are three couplings in the front and back plates for various

applications such as sample intake, pressure checking etc. The mirrors are made of

a nickel-plated aluminum substrate that is polished into desired toroidal shape. A

protected silver coating is deposited onto its surface. The flat surface on the edge

of the mirror is approximately aligned with one of the mirror is approximately

aligned with one ofthe mirrors toroidal axes.



5.4.4 Detector

The detector used in this set up is the New Focus Model 2017 Nirvana

photo receiver. This device consists of two photodiodes designated as signal and

reference. There are three outputs Linear, Log and Signal monitor. This detector

enables traditional balanced detection. In the balance mode the linear output

provides a voltage proportional to the difference between the photocurrents of the

signal and reference diodes. It also provides auto balance detection with zero DC

voltage and noise suppressed AC signal proportional to received signal optical

power. In this state the detection automatically balances the photocurrent from

signal and reference diodes. The signal monitor output enables constant

monitoring of the signal. The log output at auto-balanced state provides a

convenient measurement of absorption present in the signal path. The log output

voltage is given as P . . . .
Logoutput z -ln[PLr—l]. The log output is bandwidth limited up to theSig

selected gain compensation cut-off frequency. A block diagram of the

experimental set up is shown in figure 5.1.

5.5 Experimental procedure

The fine tunability of the external cavity tunable diode laser-of the order

of 0.01 nm, temperature stability, single mode operation, constant power mode

etc. makes it an ideal laser source for high resolution spectrometer. It can be

operated in single mode at constant power of 3-4 mw is found suitable for most of

the measurements. The laser beam is split into two — one reference beam that falls

directly on the reference photodiode of the photodetector and the other signal

beam which is fed into the multipass cell that contains the sample whose spectrum

is to be recorded in gas phase (2-propanol). A rotary pump is used to evacuate the

multipass cell below atmospheric pressure. The beam emerging from the

multipass cell at a slightly different angle with the incident beam is deflected
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using a mirror and is focused on to the signal photodiode of the balanced

photodetector.

Reference beam

Beam Splitter

Sample beam

Fig.5.1 Schematic representation of the experimental setup; a-Tunable diode laser,

b-photodetector, c-computer, d-multipass cell, e-sample holder, f-vacuum system

The log output from the photodetector is analog that is connected to ADC.

This digital output is interfaced with the PC using Lab VIEW software. The

multipass cell is evacuated and the sample is fed in to it. When the sample

pressure becomes steady, the tunable diode laser wavelength is scanned in the

region 940-970 nm.
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The high resolution spectrum of —OH second overtone in 2-propanol is

recorded. 2-propanol (> 99%) obtained from M/s MERCK, Mumbai is used for

recording the spectrum without further purification. The experimental parameters

are given below

Laser power — 2.7 mW

Scan speed - 0.02nm/sec

Temperature - 260C

Pressure - 0.05 mbar

The figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the spectrum obtained using the present high

resolution spectrophotometer. The positions of conspicuous peaks obtained agree

well with the values reported by Fang et al for the AV=3 region of the —OH group

in 2-propanol.

5.6 High resolution spectrum of 2-propanol in the second
overtone region

The overtone bands for 2-propanol reveal the existence of two conformers

[19]. Fang et al [20] had recorded the gas phase spectrum of 2-propanol in this

region using intracavity photoacoustic technique. They could obtain two sub

bands for each —OH overtone corresponding to the trans or gauche conformers. In

the second overtone region, the OH stretching overtone of 2-propanol is a doublet

containing a relatively broad high energy and a weaker low energy band. The high

energy band is assigned as the transition of the gauche conformers and the low

energy band as that of the trans conformer, which has the OH bond trans to one of

the hydrogen atoms. The present experiment gives the well resolved rotational

structure of these bands. The present TDL experimental values and the reported

values of the band positions are given in table 5.1. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first high resolution study of 2-propanol OH overtone band in the

second overtone region.
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Table 5.1 The observed and reported transition frequency values for the OH

stretching overtone spectra of gaseous 2-propnol

Conformation reported value observed value

OH (3) Trans 10400 cm" 10414 cm"
2-propanol

OH (3) gauche 10474 cm" 10471 cm"

1-1 Hi H
‘K

O 1M ‘Hsc: , CH3 H3C | CH3
I

H

Fig. 5.2 Trans confonner Gauche conformer
2-propanol
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Fig.5.3 High resolution spectrum of 2-propanol in the second overtone region in

the range 10460 cm“ — 10500 cm"
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Fig.5.4 High resolution spectrum of 2-propanol in the second overtone region in

the range 10400 cm" 10500 cm"

5.7 Absorption spectrum of liquid phase 2-propanol in NIR region

As described in chapterl, overtone absorption spectroscopy and the local

mode model provide a valuable probe of molecular structure, inter and intra

molecular interactions, conformational aspects and substituent effects in aliphatic

and aromatic compounds [24-27]. The local mode parameters X1 (mechanical

frequency) and X2 (anharmonicity) distinguish between both chemically

nonequivalent X-H oscillators and conforrnationally nonequivalent X-H

oscillators [28-31]. The absorption spectrum of liquid 2-propanol is recorded in

the NIR region using a HITACHI Model U-3410 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer

as described in Chapter 2. The observed overtone spectra of 2-propanol are shown

in figures 5.5-5.ll
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Fig. 5.6 The methyl CH ovenone band of 2-propanol in the AV = 2 region
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Fig. 5.8 The methyl CH and methynic CH overtone band of 2-propanol in the AV = 3

region
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The AV = 3 region of OH in 2-propanol shows two well resolved peaks

similar to those obtained in high resolution spectrum. The peaks ‘a’ represent OH

overtones, ‘b’ represents methyl CH overtones and ‘c’ represents methynic CH

overtones. The overtone peaks are assigned as those giving good least square fit

for the Birge-Sponer plot with the pure overtone peaks in the other regions. The

transition energies and local mode parameters of OH, methyl CH and methynic

CH oscillators obtained from the Birge-Sponer relation are given in table 5.2. The

methyl CH mechanical frequency in 2-propanol (3075cm") is less than that in

nitromethane (3143 cm", chapter3). It is well established from overtone studies of

substituted benzenes that an electron-withdrawing group causes an increase in

mechanical frequency whereas an electron-donating group causes a decrease in

mechanical frequency [32,33]. Since NO; is a withdrawing goup, it increases the

methyl CH mechanical fiequency in nitromethane while in 2-propanol OH acts as

a donating group and hence decreases the methyl CH mechanical frequency. The

reported value of OH mechanical frequency in 2-propanol (trans conformer) in

gas phase is 3805 cm” [20]. The OH mechanical frequency value obtained from

the present liquid phase spectrum is 3783 cm" The observed mechanical

frequency value for CH3 (methyl CH) is 3139 cm", which is greater than that for

CH (methynic CH) (3034 cm"). The relative energies of the peaks CH3, CH2, CH

are observed to follow the familiar trend of decreasing CH bond strength from

CH3 to CH2 to CH [34].

5.8 Conclusions

The high resolution spectrum of 2-propanol in the second OH overtone

region is recorded for the first time using a NIR TDLAS setup. The spectrum

shows two well —resolved peaks relating to trans and gauche conformations. The

peak positions agree well with those reported earlier [20]. The liquid phase NIR

spectrum also shows two peaks in the second OH overtone region. The decrease in

methyl CH mechanical frequency in 2-propanol compared to nitromethane is

explained as due to the substituent effect.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present work is mainly focused on the application of overtone

spectroscopy for characterizing the CH, OH and NH bonds in some organic

molecules. The NTR vibrational overtone spectra of the molecules from the first

through fourth overtone levels are recorded by conventional spectrophotometric

method using a commercial UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer, which uses a tungsten

lamp as the light source. The observed NIR spectra of salicylaldehyde,

benzaldehyde, phenyl hydrazine, phenol, o-chlorophenol, p-chlorophenol,

forrnamide, nitromethane, allyl chloride and allyl alcohol are analyzed using local

mode model.

The reduced value of aldehydic CH mechanical frequency value in

benzaldehyde with respect to acetaldehyde is explained as due to the absence of

indirect lone pair trans effect in that compound. The large value of aldehydic CH

mechanical frequency observed in salicylaldehyde is due to the inhibition of

donation of electron density from oxygen lone pair to the aldehydic CH bond This

inhibition ofthe direct lone pair trans effect is shown to occur due to the presence

of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the OH and CH0 groups. This

observation gives an additional evidence for the originally present lone pair trans

effect in aldehydes. The observed value of aryl CH mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde agrees with the nature of substituent in the benzene ring. The

presence of two NH bands in the overtone spectrum of phenyl hydrazine shows

that the lone pair interaction between one of the NH and the adjacent nitrogen lone

pair causes nonequivalent NH bonds. The large value of aryl CH mechanical

frequency in phenyl hydrazine with respect to benzene is explained as due to the

inductive electron withdrawal by the —NH-NH; group from the ring, in the

absence of lone pair conjugation with the ring It electron system. The reduced

value of NH mechanical frequency for both types of NH local modes in phenyl

hydrazine is due to the existence of mutual lone pair interaction (the interaction

between each one of the NH bond and the adjacent nitrogen lone pair) in

hydrazine group as well as due to the inductive withdrawal of electrons by ——NH

NH; group from the phenyl ring. A comparison of local mode parameters of
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phenol, 0—chlorophenol and p—clilorophenol shows that the OH local mode

frequency in 0-chlorophenol is much smaller than that in phenol due to the

intramolecular hydrogen bonding between OH group and chlorine atom. In 0

chlorophenol solution, as the concentration is decreased from high (saturated)

values, the population of the trans form of the molecule increases, thus causing the

formation of cis-trans dimer (due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding) to become

dominant. This causes a decrease in the strength of the intramolecular hydrogen

bonding originally present in the cis form. The weakening of intrarnolecular

bonding causes a decrease in the electron density of the OH bond and hence an

increase in the mechanical frequency value of the OH oscillator. This study shows

that vibrational overtone spectroscopy can be used as a good diagnostic tool for

probing even weak hydrogen bonding interactions existing in molecules.

The analysis of overtone spectrum of forrnamide shows that the lone pair

trans effect is inhibited in forrnarnide. The alkyl CH mechanical frequency in

formamide is greater than the aldehydic CH mechanical frequency in

salicylaldehyde. The large value of CH mechanical frequency occurs due to the

binding of the lone pair of the NH; group by the carbonyl group and due to the

presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding, thereby inhibiting the lone pair

trans effect. The local mode parameters of allyl alcohol show that one of the lone

pair electrons of oxygen atom trans to CH bond of the CH2OH group causes an

interaction with CH bond and increases the electron density of methylene, which

in turn reduces the mechanical frequency. In allyl chloride, CH2C1 withdraws

electrons from the vinyl group and increases the mechanical frequency of vinyl

CH. The reduced value of mechanical frequency of vinyl CH in allyl alcohol is

due to the electron donation by CHZOH. The NIR CH vibrational overtone

spectrum of liquid phase nitromethane is analyzed using the local mode picture.

This approach uses a C3V coupled oscillator Hamiltonian to predict the transition

energies of pure CH local mode and local—local combination states of the methyl

group. It is found that the observed transition energies generally agree with the

calculated values.

The pulsed laser induced fluorescence /Raman spectra of some organic

compounds are recorded using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser-based setup. A
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monochromator and a CCD detector are used for the spectral recording. The

observed fluorescence emission for N,N diethyl aniline centred at 618 nm is

assigned as due to 1:, 1:‘ transition. Polyrnerized 0-chloroaniline also shows a broad

fluorescence emission centred at 625 nm with some sharp peaks. The fluorescence

emission is due to 1:, TI. transition and the peaks arise from Raman scattering. The

pulsed laser Raman spectra of some organic compounds are also recorded using

the same experimental set up. The calibration of the set up is done using the laser

Raman spectra of carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulphide. The characteristic

peaks in the observed high quality laser Raman spectra for p-chlorotoluene,

nitromethane, o-chlorophenol, and m-toluidine are unambiguously assigned as

corresponding to aromatic ring, methyl CH and as the characteristic peaks due to

the substituent groups in the compounds.

A NIR tunable diode laser absorption (TDLA) spectrometer is used for

recording high resolution OH second overtone spectrum of 2-propanol. To our

knowledge, this is the first measurement of the TDLAS overtone spectrum of 2

propanol. The spectrum gives the well-resolved fine structure corresponding to the

two different conformers (trans and gauche) of the molecule. The observed band

positions agree well with the low resolution spectral results reported earlier. The

liquid phase spectrum of 2-propanol in the NIR region is spectrophotometrically

recorded and analyzed using local mode model. The decrease in methyl CH

mechanical frequency with respect to nitromethane is explained as due to the

substituent effect.
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